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Attachment A: Feedback from Community Sustainability Advisory Committee 

 

October 1st, 2021  

  

Comments from:  

Community Sustainability Advisory Committee    
  

Regarding:  
  

DRAFT Penticton Community Climate Action Plan  

Summary from Sept. 22 meeting + subsequent emails  
  

The following is comments from committee members on the Draft Community Climate Action Plan.  

Because committee members have commented at length, I will not summarise, but have attached each 

of their responses to this report.    

In general the discussion amongst the group supported the targets that have been set – 40% reduction 

by 2030, 100% by 2050.  The concern was that the last plan set a rather weak target of a 5% reduction 

from 2007 numbers by 2020, and in fact we saw a fairly large (22%?) increase in emissions.  This current 

failure needs to be highlighted in the plan.  It may be worth referencing the fact that, in contrast, the 

corporate climate action plan actually achieved carbon neutrality, at least for a few years.  

  

One concept that could be introduced into the report would be a carbon budget.  The area under the 

Recommended Target will add up to a certain number of tonnes by 2050, and a budget is implied by 

this line for each year.  Having a measurable number each year would provide a check on the progress 

we are making.  If we exceed the budget in one year, the overage should be subtracted from the next 

year‘s budget.    

Thanks to the Community Energy Association for an excellent plan!  

Compiled by Chris Allen, Chair Community Sustainability Advisory Committee   

 

Comments on Draft Penticton Community Climate Action Plan:  
  

Margaret Holm     2  

Amelia Boultbee     4  

Nicolas Stulberg     5  

Randy Boras      6  

Anne Hargrave     10  
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Submission from: Margaret Holm, September 29, 2021  

  

What to call the plan:  

- ‘Community Climate Action Plan’ or ‘Community Energy and Emissions Plan’  

- People are confused by mitigation and adaptation terms  

- Consider inset box explaining why the plan focusses on emissions reduction and make clear it 
does not address adaption. (Currently only a single sentence on p.9.)  

  

Structure and design:  

- Well-written and well-organized document with a good executive summary. Concise and easy to 
read summary of “Vision and Current State” on p. 17.  

- The subheadings use a thin pale font (Courier New?) which lack impact. Suggest changing 
subheading font for greater emphasis.  

- The document gives different levels of detail from Big Moves to Strategies, Actions, 

Implementation Details and finally Key Performance Indicators. I wanted to see everything 

related to each Big Move in the same section. It was frustrating to wade through the background 
and process sections (pages 8 through 17) to get to the implementation section.  

- Consider shifting pages 8-17 to near the beginning and integrating Appendices A to C into the 

main document.   

  

Graphs  

- I found the graphs on page 5 hard to read because of colour choice. The two graphs 

address different topics and attributes but use similar colours. The viewer tries to relate 

colours in one graph to another (e.g. pale blue is “diesel vehicles” on left and “shift 

beyond the car” on right). Line for OCP target is hard to see.  

Overall comments  

1. The plan needs to define short, medium and long terms. The plan should propose dates and  

GHG emission reduction targets. What does 40% by 2030 mean? For example, p. 34, 

“Strategies for Closing the Loop on Waste,” total GHG emissions reductions for this Big Move: 

20,600 tCO2e by 2030…is listed much later in the document.  

2. Use of soft terms such as “enable, explore, consider, work on” implies that actions or targets 

are optional. For example, ELECTRIFY 2.2 – Enable EV charging in existing residential and 

commercial buildings. Work with stratas and property management companies on navigating 
the process to retrofit existing parking stalls with EV charging equipment. Electrifying passenger 

transportation is one of the biggest moves. Will this lenient, easygoing approach result in the big 

shifts we need? I am not convinced. I’d like to see sample regulations, target date, target of X 

percentage of older buildings per year are retrofit etc.  

  

3. The plan needs to identify best practice policies and bylaws. There are models from other cities 
that can be outlined.  

4. Leadership section is undeveloped and weak. This is a very important section to flesh out to 
achieve the goals of this plan. Need to identify which departments and employee positions are 

responsible and the cost of increased resources for each department.   
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5. Modelling Assumptions Chart would benefit from being moved up and shown together with the 

Action Plan.  

  

 Questions  

  

1. Many points say, “Apply OCP policies, development permit guidelines and zoning bylaws that 

continues to focus development in the built up area”.  But are OCP policies adequate? Even 

though the OCP is fairly recent, it was started 3-5 years ago. Was an adequate climate lens 

applied?  

2. There are many references to renewable gas, e.g. “encourage electrification or renewable gas.” 

What does this refer to? Fortis BC estimates 30% of their supply might be renewable by 2030 but 

that’s 2/3 of the supply from fracking gas well concomitant methane emissions problems.  

3. Buildings, p.29: Why are part 3 buildings so far behind in adopting the Step Code (Step 1 by 

2022)? 

4. Why commercial organic or non-organic waste and recycling not is addressed?  

5. Sample Key Performance indicators: are these to be included in the final plan?  

  

I really like the idea of a residential self-assessment calculator. It’s a great way to engage the reader 

and show how their choices as homeowners and consumers are critically important to the plan’s 

success.  

  

            

 

Submission from: Amelia Boultbee, September 30, 2021 

  

Hello all,  

Many thanks to Margaret for her very detailed and helpful feedback, which I found a useful jumping off 

point. Therefor, some of my comments are in response to Margaret’s comments  

1) I prefer “Community Climate Action Plan” to the other proposed names.  

2) I think it is fine to refer to the OCP policies and OCP generally since this is a governing document 

for the city.  

3) Agree that the structure and design are well executed and it is easy to read, with the exception of 
the thin pale subheadings which would benefit from a style change to make them clearer.   

4) The headings are a different font than the text; they should all be the same font.  

5) Statutes and legislation should be italicized.   

6) Text in the bubbles on page 9 is too faint to read; make text black instead of grey.  

7) The table that says “cost, uncertainty, difficulty, impact” (see page 47) seems unwieldly and 

unnecessary. If something was overly difficult or uncertain and low impact, it wouldn’t be 

included, right? No sense in making a complex table about it.   

8) I agree with Margaret, the points related to Big Move should all be under the same heading and 
could me moved earlier in the document.   
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9) I see Margaret’s point regarding the use of soft terms such as “enable, explore, consider...” but I 

think it’s beneficial to leave them. Educating and gaining buy-in is just as valuable as concrete 

benchmarks such as target dates, and use of soft terms keeps it inclusive of these other goals.   

10) I agree with Margaret that the leadership section needs to identify specifically which 
department/position is responsible for what.  

Amelia  

Amelia M. Boultbee  

  

 

Nicolas Stulberg, September 30, 2021  

   

Hi everyone,  

I agree with everything that's been submitted so far.  

The content is sufficient at this point and will serve as the needed springboard for Penticton to move 

forward on reducing our GHG emissions.  

1) I think the document should be reworked to be in portrait as opposed to landscape. It may come 
across as less technical.  

2) The formatting should be tidied up to be a bit cleaner. For example, choose consistent, strong fonts 
and select pie chart colours that contrast more.  

3) The workshop images take up a lot of pages but I understand why they're included.  

4 ) We should seek to quantify targets, costs, and timeframes. $ vs. $$ and colour-coding is nebulous.  

5) The KPIs ought to have greater prominence and should be more than just ‘samples’. We should 

integrate them into corresponding sections of the action plan. 

Cheers, 

Nicolas Stulberg  

  

  

  

  

Randy Boras, September 30, 2021  

  

NOTE: I agree with most if not all of the comments provided by Margaret Holm (Sept 29, 2021) and 

add:  

What to call the Plan?  Who is the target audience?  
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• Keep the name “Community Climate Action Plan”, or use “Resident & Business Climate Action 

Plan” or “Citizens’ Climate Action Plan”; titles that say “emissions” seem too corporate and too 

distant from the citizens (residential and corporate) that this Plan needs to target.  

• Given the graph on Pg. 4 shows 80% of the GHG emissions are primarily residential sourced  

(50% passenger vehicles, 18% residential buildings, 12% waste) the target audience for this 

Plan and its title/policies is primarily us as residents.  Without resident participation, the Plan 

will fail.  

Structure and Design  

• The document and content is well written.  It did take a couple hours to read through properly 
and absorb (maybe I’m a slow reader) so it feels like a bit of information overload.  

• To mitigate this, the Plan should provide a concise summary “brochure” that reflects the main 
points in the executive summary.  The main body of the Plan can remain for the policy makers 

and the small number of residents/public that will read through the entire document.  

• This concise summary and a well composed exec summary should include a text box 

summarizing all the quantifiable metrics / targets for each of the Big Moves including target 

dates (they are imbedded in the body of the text but just don’t stand out).  

• Bolding/enlarging the section titles and strengthening action words beyond “encourage” 

“enable” “enhance” “support” to “require” “demand” “need” where applicable would be better.  

• Pg. 27 text box text is overwritten/missing.  

• Pg. 32 maybe explain why compostable vegetable kitchen waste can’t go in the yard waste bin.  

• Pg. 35 organizational leadership could speak to how we engage our residents and businesses, 
and give them a “how to” guide to reducing GHGs to meet our collective targets.  

• Overall there is little mention of resilience and adaptation.  It’s understood this Plan’s focus is 
first to reduce GHGs but it must be balanced with a reasonable mention of resilience.  As a city 

and province, not only did we not meet our own emission’s targets over the past 10 years - 

GHGs went up.  No one wants this to continue, but we need to take reasonable steps in case 
those around us don’t meet their targets (as an aside, it would be nice to see an example of a BC 

or Canadian community that did meet their targets, and discuss their learnings).  We all 

experienced the wildfires, the smoke and the heat this summer.  Promoting some simple, low 

cost resiliency steps in our homes to protect health and property is important, such as buying 

improved furnace filters, ensuring AC in senior’s homes and getting the City’s FireSmart team to 
visit your home (to provide tips on wildfire protection).  At the City level, there should be 

ongoing lobbying of the Province for more sustainable wildfire / forest management practices, 

and improved housing/services for the homeless (the recent wildfire above the airport was 
apparently / unfortunately started in a homeless encampment).   

Graphs  

• The two graphs on Pg 5 and Pg 37 are confusing.  The first is the Business as Usual, which shows 
140,000 tCO2 in year 2049.  The accompanying Plan Implementation graph entitled “Emissions 

Reductions by Action from BAU” shows the same 140,000 tCO2 in 2049.  At first glance it looks 
like we are not achieving any targets.  I believe the two graphs are meant to show “actual” 

emissions in the first BAU graph and “potential reductions” in the Plan Implementation one, but 

showing the two side by side in the same format does not convey this.  Does the fact emissions 
remain above the red line indicate we are failing to meet targets? Please clarify/revise.   
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• Pg. 37 again the two same graphs appear, so similar comments as above.  In the second para, 

please check the math.  It says a 58,800 tCO2 reduction is 42% of 2007 levels, but by the math it 

is only 27% of the 220,000 tCO2 level shown on the graph.  Should the reduction target be 
88,000 tCO2?  Please double check the figures and graphs, and clarify if my take is incorrect.  

GHG Metrics and Targets    

• There should be some mention of the 2011 Climate Action Plan, and the learnings from it (our 

emissions in the City and in BC actually went up! Why?).  Going forward the Plan must have 

measurable metrics that can be checked every year, not end of decade - an annual report card.  

• The implementation section should be better developed to help residents self-evaluate, to 
require business audits, and to incorporate measurement of metrics into the Plan going 

forward.  

• One big deliverable for the average resident that could come from this Plan is a simple 

summary of the City’s quantifiable goals and each resident’s contribution.  By way of example 

what follows is not a rigorous analysis but rather provides the flavour of information suggested:    

o Home Heating Conversions: there are +/- 17,000 households in Penticton, and about 

55% are heated by natural gas in BC (so say 9,400 in our city).  To reduce GHG’s by 

40%, it means converting about 3,800 existing homes to electric heat pumps by 2030, 
or 380 homes per year.  It also means requiring that most of the +/- 150 new units 

built each year use electric heat pumps.  Policies need to target this.  This is a 
measurable metric.  

o New EVs: Similarly for EVs, in 2018 there were 3.7 million cars in BC for 5 million 

people, and only 54,000 EVs.  Prorating to Penticton (popn. 35,000), this means there 

are 26,000 cars and only about 280 EVs.  To get 40% of gas cars replaced by EVs, this 

means 10,400 new EVs or 1,040 per year on Penticton streets.  By 2030,  

you and at least one of your neighbours within two doors either side should be driving 

an EV.   A measurable metric.  

• Self-Assessment Calculator:  A very brief and quick self-assessment calculator in the Plan could 

be developed and distributed to each residence (maybe with utilities or tax notices), including a 

few Big Moves steps that citizens could do to reach our 40% reduction goal by 2030.   Reference 

links to more detailed online calculators should be made, but the Plan could provide an easy 

hand-written & hand-calculated GHG estimate per household, based on car type (gas, hybrid, 

EV) & km, home heating (elec, nat gas), home size (<1000, 10002000, 2000-3000, >3000 sf), and 

equivalent flights per year.  Suggested Big Move changes (i.e. next car is an EV, cut gas car trips 

in half, change to elec heat pump, drive your EV vs. flying) and associated reductions / available 
grants could be bulleted afterward.  I would be willing to help develop this if desired.  

• Audits of commercial buildings for GHGs should also be a requirement, with annual reporting.  

• An example self-assessment is illustrated below; in doing this, it seems one component of GHG 

emissions missing from the Climate Action Plan has to do with air travel.  My own flights in 2019 

were both for business and pleasure.  Some folks may argue that flying is necessary, but if there 
is one thing Covid-19 has shown us in 2020/2021 it’s that much can be done virtually.  Replacing 

some flights with Zoom meetings or EV-driving vacations can be a beneficial lifestyle change.  

• The long-term 100% GHG target by 2050 may be somewhat demoralizing (or feed the sceptics) if 

not presented with some explanation.  Reality is that reaching it will be partly dependent upon 

improved technologies rather than only individual behavior.  The prime target to emphasize to 

get people moving in the right direction today seems the 40% by 2030, with explanation of what 
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2050 means.  Offering offset options (i.e. planting trees, etc) and secondary options may also 

motivate people, offering things they can do even if they can’t afford the Big Moves right away.   

  

Example Self-Assessment Residential Calculation: Without a basic understanding of my own 

household’s baseline GHGs, I went to three websites1 to quantify my home’s 2019 GHG 

contribution (pre-pandemic) and what Big Moves would make the most difference.  The 

average of three (bracketed) website results is below:  

                    Avg.     3 results  

o Gas Car Full Sized 2010 Model (10,000  km/yr) =    2.8 tCO2/yr (2.9, 2.7, 2.7) o 

Nat. Gas HWT & Furnace (113 GJ/yr or 31,400 kwh/yr) = 5.6 tCO2/yr (5.7, 5.6, 5.6) o 

Electricity (10,000 kwh/yr) =        0.1 tCO2/yr (0.1, 0.2, 0.02) 

   

o Flights (3 equivalent return flights: Penticton to LA) =  2.5 tCO2/yr (1.5, 2.5, 3.4) o 

Secondary (groceries, meat, large & small purchases) =  1.5 tCO2/yr (4.6, n/a, n/a)   

o TOTAL HOUSEHOLD GHGs (2019)        12.5 tCO2/yr  (14.8, 11.0,  

11.7)  

   

o Comparative avg. households: Montreal 5.4 tCO2/yr, Vancouver 7.2, Winnipeg 8.1, 

Toronto 9.6, Regina 16.3, Calgary 18.2, Edmonton 20.7 (electricity, gasoline & nat. gas use 
only).  

o Montreal is lowest due to hydro being used for heat vs. Vancouver (milder) using nat.  

gas.; Calgary and Edmonton (colder) use nat. gas plus electricity significantly produced by 

coal.  

  

• So what can be done to reduce my home’s GHG footprint by 40% by 2030 (or 5 tCO2/yr)? o 

Replace my older car with an EV (reduction 2.8 tCO2) and fly less (up to 2.5 tCO2) o Switch 

from Natural Gas heating to Electric Heat Pump (reduction up to 5.6 tCO2) o Have 28 trees 

per year planted per year (treecanada.ca will do it for $5 per seedling) to offset changes I 

want to make but can’t quite afford or get to immediately.   

o Other secondary things (drive into work less & Zoom at home more, use transit, 

walk/bike, buy local, reduce house temp 1C, new windows, insulation, etc)(each can be 
quantified).  

o Promote friendly competition among neighbours or suggest the City publically award 

those “Big Movers” that reduce their GHGs each year.  

o In addition to using the loan program, the City could offer reduced electrical rates in the 

initial 3 years of a residential heating switch (to electric) to allow a cost “soft landing”.  

  

   

  

                                                           
1 carbonfootprint.com, carbonzero.ca, treecanada.ca  
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Anne Hargrave, September 26, 2021 

  

 There are so many aspects to Climate Action Planning and I’m not sure we’ve captured them all in the 

first draft. It’s a great start and an excellent approach in trying to find balance between the technical 

aspects and the political level / general public. Climate change readily lends itself to technically 

challenging concepts and jargon that will loose the average person. We can’t afford to do that.   

   

But, as it’s written, it seems a bit too glib and light weight for the seriousness of the situation. Climate 

Change is arguably the biggest challenge facing humankind right now.  We did have discussions about a 

Climate Emergency Declaration and I’d be interested in an update on that, including the timing of it 

and / or the inclusion of it as a preamble to this being released.  A Declaration as a Preamble to the 

plan might give it the weight it needs.   

 In general, I think the plan is too long.   Much of the appendices could either be deleted or incorporated 

into the body of the report – always that balancing act in report writing!   

   

Title   

Is there any way to work in the Blue Skies concept to its name?  Not only does that address smoke 

from fires, it also conceptually captures reduction of carbon pollution (which is black) from our air. 

There is nothing wrong with your suggestions but for those not engaged, all choices thus far sound 

technical, whereas the Blue Skies Campaign establishes a carbon free, smoke free future that everyone 

can related to.  So something like “Blue Skies for our Future: Community Climate Action”.   Perhaps 

better marketing brains can jazz it up and make it snappier . . . not my forte!  But I just love the Blue 

Skies concept for Climate Action, a challenging image to capture.   

Transit   

What was discussed in the break out group wasn’t fully captured in the comments, and even when that 

was noted, it wasn’t rectified. The plan doesn’t truly address transit as an option. The two “big shifts” 

noted are pretty bland stuff [collaborate with transit providers to promote ridership and transition to 

zero emission transit].    

   

The emissions graph as explained by the consultant didn’t address reductions in emissions from transit 

use either, but focussed on cars.  Transportation accounts for 50% of Penticton’s carbon emissions and 

that’s huge. Transit truly should be a significant part of its solution.   

   

Penticton presents great opportunities for some alternative transit initiatives. It is small, densifying (a 

good thing as noted by Chris re: Smart Growth comment), but the consequence will be an increase in 

transportation requirements.    

As the plan notes, population is increasing in the built up areas of the City. The result will be 

congestion if EVs are just replacing internal combustion engine cars unless transit is bumped up in 

priority. Congestion is already a problem in some areas.     

Transit would have to be a “made in Penticton” approach that doesn’t look like Vancouver’s or any 

other large city. It may not consider frequent transportation to outlying areas, such as Sendero Canyon 
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and the RDOS communities.  But for the downtown areas, there could be different approaches that 

could take cars off the road and at the same time, address accessibility.   

If transit isn’t considered early enough, opportunities could be missed, such as a site for a Transit Hub.  

A progressive, innovative approach that fits Penticton’s size, demographics and opportunities should 

be considered.   That transit infrastructure is not mentioned in Appendix A when discussing 

infrastructure needed to implement the plan is yet another gap in the transit perspective.   

Transit  was pretty much disregarded in the Transportation Master Plan too - and I quote from the 

workshop, “Cities are made for cars” from that consultant, who I suspect hails from the Fraser Valley, a 

very different environment than Penticton.    

Both plans thus far are also completely ignoring one of the two top priorities at the top of the OCP 

pyramid on transportation priorities, and that is accessibility.   

Given our demographics, that’s a huge failing - with our older demographic, accessibility will remain an 

issue. The active transportation aspect isn’t going to work for many.  Does Penticton not seek an aging 

in place approach? Should I be planning to relocate elsewhere for retirement? The Okanagan 

communities have often strategized to be retirement communities but this would indicate that is no 

longer the case, and perhaps the older demographic is being discouraged?     

And of course there are people with disabilities – some of them can’t ride bikes or walk, or even afford 

bikes or cars – do you know what a pittance Disability Allowances provide when that’s the sole source 

of income? Accessibility could also be used as an indicator for the success of a transit network.   Page 

35 of the draft talks about linkages between plans and policies under Organization Leadership; we 

should start now by linking the OCP, the Transportation Master Plan and the Community Climate 

Action Plan on this issue.  One breakout group participant summarized it well by saying that transit 

should be efficient, affordable and accessible.    

And I think that discussing Penticton’s fleet is a bit off topic – its corporate climate action. Yes, 

showcasing corporate successes is good, but tone it down and broaden it to all corporate examples not 

just fleet.  Penticton had 2 electric cars over a decade ago, with decals advertising their fuel type.  All 

good but there’s more that the City has done.   

Communications  

More – communications have to explain why we are doing this. There has to be outreach on the 

initiatives, similar to the successful Water Wise Campaign that was in place a decade ago.  And as one 

committee member suggested, progress toward specified targets can make for a feel good approach.  

This can’t be stressed enough.    

Adaptation  

Important – the costs are going to be staggering for flood, fire, impacts on our economy and health, 

plus other consequences of adaptation.  Adaptation can be used as a communication / outreach tool to 

emphasize why we need to mitigate climate change, even as shown in the name Blue Skies Campaign.   

Organization Leadership.   
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This is terrific and should have a much higher profile, maybe earlier in the document.   

I would add Development Proposals to the section on City Policy Documents and Plans needing to link 

to Climate Action. That already happens to a large extent but having it entrenched in a plan / policy is 

even better.    

In the “Convene” section, can it include innovation?  It’s not just the plan and its specific actions but 

the spirit of it, and the plan can’t capture it all. New things may come up during implementation, or 

unintended consequences that need further tweaks? Or problems not identified because they are too 

detailed for the plan.  Or just situations that need a local solution given our unique opportunities and 

challenges. I’ve often noted the lack of opportunity for collaboration and brainstorming solutions, and 

this is a great start.     

Other –   

   

Truly appreciated the inclusion of the financing and Tammy’s input. The City must decide to support 

climate action planning by budgeting for it across the board, and seeking out opportunities for 

leveraging other types of funding or it can’t truly be implemented.    

   

I’m hoping the workshop sticky pad boards will disappear.  Too much clutter.   

   

And speaking of clutter, I think my comments are getting too long.      Carry on – I look forward to the 

next iteration and of course, implementation.   

Anne Hargrave  
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September 10, 2021

Task 2, 3 & 4 – Assessment, Analysis & 
Prioritization 

Draft Report

ASSET & AMENITY 
MANAGEMENT 
PROJECT (AAMP)

Doc # P1701-35671980-52
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The Problem:

• The asset and infrastructure inventory is aging at an unsustainable rate

• Funding the upgrade and upkeep costs through increasing existing revenue sources 

is unsustainable

The Purpose

Define a clear and actionable roadmap to manage Amenities (Assets and Services) that 

is fiscally responsible and ensures high quality of service delivery.

“Why” AAMP

Colliers Project Leaders
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The objectives of the overall Project include:

• Understand the relevance (attendance, use, value) of existing Amenities (Assets and Services) 

to the community – now and into the future;

• Identify new and innovative ways to leverage Amenities and utilize synergies (i.e., re-purpose, 

combine with other Amenities, partnerships);

• Provide recommendations for each Amenity that could include - maintaining the status quo, 

enhancement, re-purposing or decommissioning options.

• Consider how best to engage the community to both:

• Educate and solicit their understanding of the fiscal realities of options, and

• Identify challenges and opportunities for potentially different funding and management 

models, considering that the City’s Amenities are used not only by residents and visitors 

to Penticton, but also by residents of other neighboring jurisdictions.

AAMP Objectives – Reminder of the “Why”

Colliers Project Leaders
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The objectives of Task 1 include:

• Identify any data gaps and assess the quality of existing data to evaluate the need for 

additional consultants/experts on specific asset classes;

• Identify which In-Scope Amenities will require the collation of data and information such as: 

costs, revenues, usage, condition;

• Develop assessment criteria to be used to determine which amenities have low impact and 

which have a high impact and selecting which should first be further analyzed, based on the 

Service Attributes; and

• Identify potential “Early Actions” that can be quickly and easily implemented to achieve 

immediate results.

Task 1 Objectives

Colliers Project Leaders
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The highlighted outcomes from Task 1 include:

• South Okanagan Events Centre (SOEC) /Penticton Trade & Convention Centre (PTCC) /Arenas –

Review previous recommendations & studies through lens of ice services.

• Library / Museum – Mandated and high-value service with physical location and size challenges 

(Library only); Greater investigation required into building asset value, access and location 

requirements.

• Art Gallery – No service / program data available for value determination; focus on financial 

impact to assess ongoing value.

• Fire Stations – Recognized as high value service but financial status required to guide 

intervention.

Task 1 – Summary Outcomes for targeted amenities

Colliers Project Leaders
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AAMP: Task 2, 3 & 4 Combined Tasks

Colliers Project Leaders

Q3 2021Q2 2021Q4/Q1 2021Q3 2020Q2 2020
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The objectives of Task 2, 3 & 4 include:

• Complete screening & analysis of the City assets by:
• Drafting Decision and Selection Matrix;
• Ranking Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) / Operating Expenditure (OPEX) to understand the value 

added to the portfolio through Enhancement / Maintenance / Re-Purposing / Disposal of 
Assets; 

• Developing Preliminary Decision Matrix Output - Selection of highest-impact / lowest-cost 
option based on  potential Enhancement / Maintenance / Re-Purpose / Disposal of Assets; and 

• Consideration of Potential Funding Options - user fees / private participation /cost sharing.

• Compile a list of high impact Assets and Amenities warranting further analysis and options to be 
developed

• Rank Assets and Amenities in terms of Service Criticality; Customer Service; Financial attributes 
etc.

• Compile a list of low impact Assets and Amenities not warranting further analysis.
• Define opportunities and options for consideration for further financial analysis.
• Undertake detailed financial analysis for the various options considered.
• Prioritize the recommended options and develop a capital investment timeline for the City’s 

consideration.

Task 2, 3 & 4 – Objectives

Colliers Project Leaders
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In developing the analysis for the identified Assets and Services, a decision was made in discussions 
with City staff to limit the attributes under consideration to the following 9 attributes.

• The Service Attributes considered under Task 2 are:
• Service Demand SD
• Service Criticality SC

• The Financial Attributes considered under Task 2 are:
• Asset Valuation VA
• OPEX OP
• CAPEX CA
• Revenue RE
• Economic Impact EI
• Forecast CAPEX Expenditures FC
• Asset Condition AC

Decision Attributes

Colliers Project Leaders
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Assets Excluded From Analysis – Rationale for Exclusion

Colliers Project Leaders

# Rationale for Exclusion Associated 
Attributes

1 High Asset Value (significant current investment and capital value) and needs to be retained 
VA

2 High Revenue Potential and/or high Economic Impact of Asset RE & EI

3 Asset supports several other related assets and services SC

4 Asset is a natural asset which is operated and maintained by the City (no capital investment 
required), or has limited future CAPEX due to reasonable asset condition

FC & AC

5 The asset is valued and well utilized by the City community. SD

6 The financial impact of amending the Asset or Service is negligible on the City finances OP & CA

7 The Asset is provided in accordance with external contracts / agreements with higher levels of 
government

8 Asset is under review outside of this Project
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Assets Excluded From Analysis

Colliers Project Leaders

Rationale for Exclusion 

1
High Asset Value 
and needs to be 

retained 

2
High Revenue 

Potential and/or 
high Economic 
Impact of Asset

3
Asset supports 
several other 
related assets 
and services

4
Asset is a natural 
asset (no CAPEX)  
OR limited future 

CAPEX 

5
The asset is 

valued and well 
utilized by the 

City community.

6
Financial impact 
of amending the 
Asset or Service 

is negligible

7
Asset in 

accordance with 
external 

contracts / 
agreements 

8
Asset is under 

review outside of 
this Project

Cemetery     

Class A Beaches     

Class B Beaches     

Class C Beaches     

Class A Parks     

Class B Parks     

Class C Parks     

Office Centres and Storage 
Locations

 

Parking Lot   

Public Art 

Public Works - Yards and 
Assets
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Assets Excluded From Analysis

Colliers Project Leaders

Rationale for Exclusion

1
High Asset Value 
and needs to be 

retained 

2
High Revenue 

Potential and/or 
high Economic 
Impact of Asset

3
Asset supports 
several other 
related assets 
and services

4
Asset is a natural 
asset (no CAPEX)  
OR limited future 

CAPEX 

5
The asset is 

valued and well 
utilized by the 

City community.

6
Financial impact 
of amending the 
Asset or Service 

is negligible

7
Asset in 

accordance with 
external 

contracts / 
agreements 

8
Asset is under 

review outside of 
this Project

Community Centre    

Creeks  

Penticton Trade & Convention 
Centre

   

Roads    

Sidewalk     

South Okanagan Events 
Centre 

   

Traffic Signals     

Trail   

Transit 
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Assets Excluded From Analysis

Colliers Project Leaders

Rationale for Exclusion #

1
High Asset Value 
and needs to be 

retained 

2
High Revenue 

Potential and/or 
high Economic 
Impact of Asset

3
Asset supports 
several other 
related assets 
and services

4
Asset is a natural 
asset (no CAPEX)  
OR limited future 

CAPEX 

5
The asset is 

valued and well 
utilized by the 

City community.

6
Financial impact 
of amending the 
Asset or Service 

is negligible

7
Asset in 

accordance with 
external 

contracts / 
agreements 

8
Asset is under 

review outside of 
this Project

Curling Rink     

Dog Pound    

Special Events   

Fields and Courts  

Lawn Bowling 

Skaha Marina   

SS Sicamous  

Tennis Club & Courts  

Yacht Club & Marina   
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Assets Shortlisted for Analysis – Rationale for Selection

Colliers Project Leaders

# Rationale for Shortlisting Associated 
Attributes

1 Asset has high Service Criticality ranking and is either outdated or in need of 
operational reviews and updating

SC &EI

2 Asset is underused and/or is currently a single-use facility and optimization of 
utilization is required; recovery of capital investment on asset could be maximized

RE

3 Asset nearing end-of-life and alternative proposals / options exist that require 
review and consideration (saving on ongoing and increasing OPEX costs)

FC & AC

4 Asset is currently facing significant operational constraints and investment is 
required to improve / enhance asset and service

CA & OP

5 Asset is undervalued relative to other City amenities when scored on the 
comparative ranking

SD
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Assets Shortlisted for Analysis

Colliers Project Leaders

Rationale for Inclusion #

1
Asset has high Service 

Criticality ranking and/or in 
need of operational reviews 

and updating

2
Asset is underused and/or is 
currently a single-use facility 

and optimization of 
utilization is required;

3
Asset nearing end-of-life 

4
Asset has significant 

operational constraints; 
investment required to 

improve / enhance asset

5
Asset provides lower value 
service relative to financial 

value (and costs) 

Fire Hall #1 & Fire Hall #2   

City Hall   

Memorial Arena   

McLaren Arena    

Library/Museum    

Art Gallery   

Leir House   

Cleland Theatre   

Indoor Soccer Sportsplex   

City Properties (Leased & 
Long Term User)
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Assets Shortlisted for Analysis

Colliers Project Leaders

FCI: The FCI values indicated in this chart have been extracted from the 2017 AMIP report prepared for the City.

Infrastructure Deficit: The current capital investment required to upgrade the facility condition to mitigate existing functional / amenity deficiencies.

AALCI: The industry standard annual investment requirement to maintain asset viability and quality.

Asset

FCI
Main Year of 
Construction 

Cost Consultant 
Replacement

Average Annual Life 
Cycle Investment 

(AALCI)

Infrastructure Deficit 
(ID)

Fire Hall #1 23% 1952 $7,188,465 $153,799 $2,699,000

Fire Hall #2 23% 1965 $3,062,602 $49,137 $1,448,000

City Hall 46% 1964 $14,082,256 $354,085 $3,962,426

Memorial Arena 37% 1951 $15,000,000 $412,518 $2,267,000

McLaren Arena 42% 1972 $9,866,520 $254,357 $3,157,286

Library / Museum 43% 1964 $16,000,000 $536,912 $6,420,000

Art Gallery 56% 1985 $4,000,000 $146,168 $751,750

Leir House 42% 1929 $3,896,454 $149,303 $649,409

Cleland Theatre Cleland Theatre is not a stand-alone asset and the data for managing and operating the asset is not available.

Indoor Soccer Sportsplex 56% 2009 $8,708,263 $90,006 $450,000
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Methodology of Assessment

Colliers Project Leaders

The guiding principles for AAMP include 
the following:

• Encouraging and planning for multi-
functional use of the facility (either in 
current condition or where a new or 
renovated facility is envisaged).

• Investigate opportunities for consolidation 
of assets and associated services and 
functions.

• Asset review and future planning to support 
existing City investment strategies – such as 
the North Gateway Initiative, Skaha Marina 
Initiative and future initiatives around the 
Penticton Yacht Club.

• A strong governing feature of the planning 
strategies is prudent fiscal planning, keeping 
in consideration the various funding and 
revenue challenges of the City and the 
residents.

Task 1. Information 
Gathering

Task 2. Assessment 
(Current Status, 

Challenges)

Task 3. Analysis – (Potential 
Solutions & Risks)

Task 4 – Prioritization – (Draft 
Prioritization, Timeline)

Task 5 - Final AAMP –
(Implementation and Financial Plan 

(pending))

Asset Operator
Input

Public Engagement 
Input

(upcoming)
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Discuss Asset Solutions in 
Groups with the City 

Project Team

December 2020, 
January 2021

Present consolidated 
asset management 
options to Project 

Steering Committee

February, April  
& June 2021

Present to Council July 2021

Start Next Phase:

○ Refine prioritization

○ Public consultation

○ Refine the Implementation Plan

August – October   2021

Sequence of Discussions

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Model Assumptions

Colliers Project Leaders

Factors Values Comments

Annual CPI 3.00% As per official data for Canadian CPI

Annual Inflation Rate 2.50% Annual increase in costs (fixed)

NPV Discount Rate 3.50% NPV Discount Rate

Annual increase in Property Tax values 2.50% Annual increase for City property taxes

Annual increase in market value of site/building sale 1.75% Annual increase in market value of property/site

Demolition 7.5% of the Replacement value

Refurbishment & Other 15.00% of the annual capital expenditure

Temporary Relocation of Amenity/Service 5.00% of the annual capita expenditure

Annual Maintenance Costs (Existing Building) - As per FCI Table

Annual Maintenance Costs (New Building) 2.50% Annual amount on CAPEX cost of new Build

Revenue (Land Sale/ Developer Contribution) - As per the BC Valuation on City GIS/Assumed contribution

Revenue (Property Taxes / Lease) - per annum - Estimated values included

Additional construction (basement parking) 10.00% Of the CAPEX cost of new Build

Rebuild as consolidated building on site (currently different 
buildings and amenity functions are combined in a single facility)

85.00% Percentage of Total CAPEX cost assumed for each building.
This is applicable to the proposed combined Library/Museum 
& Art Gallery building.
Savings include common areas (Reception, entrance halls, 
washrooms) and functional areas that would have multiple 
users (conference rooms, meeting rooms, workshop spaces).
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Financial Model Assumptions

Colliers Project Leaders

This Financial Model is not a budget plan; it is a planning document that will likely not align with current and project budget plans and estimates; 

it is an evaluation of the potential overall costs of the capital and operating funds required to upgrade and maintain the identified assets. This 

plan provides a framework for the development of detailed funding strategies and mechanisms for the individual projects.

The Financial Model output is an indicator of various factors that will have an impact on the eventual costs, and these factors include:

• The cost of capital financing of the projects at the year of anticipated construction, affected by the CPI (excluding debt servicing)

• The timing of the project implementation – delaying the project exposes the future capital cost to the impacts of the market variations (CPI, inflation).

• The model includes both CAPEX and OPEX (asset renewal and maintenance costs) but does not include the estimated salary, personnel and other “soft” 

costs associated with the ongoing maintenance of the building and related services.

A significant component of the overall anticipated budget requirements for these identified assets is related to the Annual Maintenance budget assumed.

In this model it has been set at 2.5% per annum of the initial (overall) capital funding value of the building, whether built new or upgraded and expanded with 

ongoing maintenance and renovations. This is within the recommended range of 1.5% - 3.5% stated by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM).  The 

current budgeted expenditure across Canada at present is approximately 1.3% which has contributed to the significant infrastructure deficit across all 

municipalities.
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Financial Model Assumptions

Colliers Project Leaders

Examples of financial benefits accrued to the City which are included in the model are as follows:

• General financial benefits

• Where relevant, the sale revenue accrued to the City from the sale of the property is included in the model; the rationale is that the relocation of the 

asset to another location would allow for the sale of the property and the impact of the decision to relocate the asset is thus a positive financial 

impact.  This revenue is then off-set against the total investment requirements projected for all the proposed asset upgrades and replacements.

• The property tax “benefit” accrued from the repurposed existing asset site is included in the model for a period of 5 years only in the forecast 

cost/benefits in the model.

• Fire Hall #1

• With the recommended construction of the new Fire Hall on an adjacent (or within proximity) city-owned property,  the existing Fire Hall #1 site 

could be sold.

• Art Gallery

• In the option of relocating the Art Gallery to the renovated Bus Barn site, which then allows for the sale and redevelopment of the existing gallery 

site, the total sale value of the Art Gallery has been offset against the “loss” of a potential sale of the Bus Barn site to an interested third party.

• Library / Museum when relocated to a new site at a potential other location

• This option allows for the sale of the existing Library / Museum site and the estimated sale revenue is included in the model.

• McLaren Arena proposed for decommissioning and demolition in one of the options investigated:

• This option allows for the sale of the existing McLaren site after a rezoning process and the estimated sale revenue is included in the model.

• Memorial Arena proposed for decommissioning and demolition in one of the options investigated;

• This option allows for the repurposing of the site into parking; this is not a revenue opportunity but rather a saving to ongoing maintenance costs.
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Financial Model Assumptions

Colliers Project Leaders

In the model the estimated sale of each of the identified properties is taken from the City GIS data and is thus the current property evaluation total. The 

revenues accrued to these properties through an open market sale could indeed be significantly higher (given the current 2021 market conditions) but the 

possible additional value has not been estimated or included.

In each Option 1 case, the following assumptions have been made:

• The current financial investment into each asset has been taken from the current financial data (average of the last 3 years);

• Any CAPEX investment has been taken from the funded 5-Year Capital plan (all unfunded projects have been excluded from the financial forecast). 

• The current financial investment in asset maintenance is increased annually by the estimated rate of inflation.

• All assets are rebuilt under this option at either the maximum life cycle of 70 years, or at the projected date of replacement as proposed in the FCI report for 

each asset.

• At the time of replacement, the building is either rebuilt completely at the estimated cost of replacement at the year of replacement (inflation adjusted cost 

estimates ) or renovated and upgraded at the designated year.

• The intention of this Option is to revert the asset to the “as new” condition at the end of the rebuild / renovation process, in order that the City has an asset 

with the desired life cycle..
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Business Objective

Current Status /Challenges

• Provide effective emergency and life safety services.
• Promote safe and secure conditions for individuals and businesses.
• Provide training and community awareness on fire safety and 

emergency response awareness.
• Provide support fire services to surrounding communities.

• Data source - 2013 BEHR study (Fire Department Services Review)
• Existing stations are structurally and physically unable to accommodate 

modern fire fighting equipment that would improve efficiency and 
effectiveness of operations.

• Existing two-station model meets NFPA 1710 requirement for 7-minute 
and 10-minute response times for the full City footprint; a one-station 
model does not meet the NFPA 1710 standards.

• Redevelopment of FH1 is not possible in the current location without 
availability of feasible swing space.

• As FH1 is also the command centre, potential instances of suspension or 
disruption of services is to be avoided during planned redevelopment.

Current Operational Status (3-year 
average) and Asset Condition

Asset FH1 FH2 Fire Services

Condition of each asset 
(Age)

FCI 23% 
(69)

FCI 23%
(55)

Replacement Cost $7,188,465 $3,062,602

5-year capital exp. plan $0 $0

Annual CAPEX $0 $0 $0 $0

Annual OPEX $99,151 $92,213 $0 $191,363

Annual REVENUE $0 -$5,599 $0 -$5,599

Services
ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $0 $0 $6,474,014 $6,474,014

Annual REVENUE $0 $0 -$556,037 -$556,037

$99,151 $86,613 $5,917,977 $6,103,741

Fire Hall #1, #2 - Current State

Colliers Project Leaders
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Overall Operating and Asset Condition Status

Colliers Project Leaders

Fire Hall # 1

• The asset is currently unable to provide sufficient operating space for new equipment and vehicles (as defined by BEHR 
Report and Fire Chief) and delaying the upgrade will extend the period in which inadequate equipment can be procured / 
put into service.

• Example of new Equipment: With the growth of high-rise buildings within the City, there is requirement to purchase a new 
100’ ladder truck in 2023, increasing the fleet of ladder trucks to two (2). With this fleet expansion there will be no location to 
house the reserve ladder truck into our current facilities. 

• There is an identified need for a downtown location for a combined Public Safety and Emergency Operations Centre facility 
accommodating Fire and Emergency Services, Bylaw and Community Policing. 

• The total asset investment requirement determined in the FCI report is approx. $4.8 million (2020 estimate) whereas the 
cost of a new building is estimated at $7.2 million (2020 estimate).

Fire Hall # 2

• The asset is currently unable to provide sufficient operating space for new equipment and vehicles (as defined by BEHR 
Report and Fire Chief) and delaying the upgrade will extend the period in which inadequate equipment can be procured / 
put into service.

• The total asset investment requirement determined in the FCI report is approx. $1.93 million (2020 estimate) whereas the 
cost of a new building is estimated at $3.1 million (2020 estimate).

• With sufficient space available on the site, additional service relocations (EMS; water rescue equipment) could be considered
in the building design, with potential revenue from sub-leases for these additional services off-setting the operating costs of 
the fire hall.
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Solutions and Risks – Fire Hall #1

Possible Solutions Potential Risks

Option 1 – Fire Hall# 1 - Continue 
with maintenance and costs at 
current funding levels; full asset 
rebuild at Year 7/8 on the same site

• The City has invested minimal in asset maintenance and upgrades over the past 3 years.

• The City currently has $95,000 allocated for upgrades or renovations to the asset for the next 5 
years.

• The current estimated asset FCI (23%) suggests that within the next 5 – 10 years the building will 
require significant maintenance, outside of the obvious needs for upgrades and enhancements to 
provide additional space the anticipated new equipment, and functional upgrades to the 
administrative and Emergency Operating Center (EOC).

• This option assumes a full rebuild on the same site in Year 7.

• If the decision is taken to build a new Fire Hall on a nearby City-owned site, the financial 
projections will closely proximate the Option 3 curve.

Option 2 – Fire Hall# 1- Continue 
with maintenance as planned / 
projected in FCI recommendations; a 
partial renovation is anticipated at 
Year 7 to enhance asset 
functionality but no full rebuild

• The total asset investment requirement determined in the FCI report is approx. $4.8 million (2020 
estimate) whereas the cost of a new building is estimated at $7.2 million (2020 estimate).

• This option projects the impact of investing the FCI total of $4.8 million over the first 6 years.

• At Year 7 a partial renovation is assumed (estimated costs as a percentage of full rebuild cost), 
allowing for structural adjustments and changes to the building to allow for new equipment in the 
upgraded building.

• It is anticipated that this approach will not provide any significant financial savings, except that as 
the asset is maintained over the years 1-6, maintenance and renovation/upgrade opportunities 
may present, providing opportunities for cost savings on overall estimate renovation costs.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Solutions and Risks – Fire Hall #1

Possible Solutions Potential Risks

Option 3 – Fire Hall #1 -The 
redevelopment of FH1 on a City 
owned site within a City block 
distance

• It is anticipated that a New FH-1 could be constructed on a nearby City-owned property. This 
option allows the construction of the new building with no impact on existing fire and emergency 
response services in the north / downtown regions of Penticton.

• Upon relocation of the fire services to the New FH-1, the existing FH-1 can be demolished, and the 
site made available for resale, and with existing developer interest in the site there would be a 
strong likelihood of sale and redevelopment.

• It is envisaged that this new FH-1 could become a combined Public Safety and Emergency 
facility, housing the Fire Hall 1, Bylaw and Community Policing.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Projections – Fire Hall #1

Colliers Project Leaders
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Option 1 – Fire Hall 1 - Continue with maintenance and costs at current funding levels; full asset rebuild at Year 7/8 on the same site - Net costs

Option 2 – Fire Hall 1 - Continue with maintenance as planned / projected in FCI recommendations; a partial renovation is anticipated at Year 7 to enhance 
asset functionality but no full rebuild - Net costs

Option 3 – Fire Hall 1 - Redevelopment of the FH#1 on new site in close proximity to existing; existing Fire Hall site sold for redevelopment purposes. - Net costs

The renovation or rebuild of the existing Fire Hall asset (Options 1 & 2) is set at Year 
7, at which point the facility will be 75 years old.  The FCI condition (23%) report 
suggests the building is currently within the “Rebuild / Reconstruct” category.  
A 6-year waiting period is deemed to be the longest reasonable waiting period for 
this asset.
Option 1 is based on a new Fire Hall being built on a separate site and the existing 
fire hall site is sold to off-set the construction costs of the new asset.
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Solutions and Risks – Fire Hall #2

Possible Solutions Potential Risks

Option 1 – Fire Hall# 2 - Continue with 
maintenance and costs at current funding
levels; full asset rebuild at Year 15 (end of
asset life cycle)

• The City has invested minimal in asset maintenance and upgrades over the past 3 years.

• The City currently has $335,000 allocated for upgrades or renovations to the asset for the 
next 5 years.

• The current estimated asset FCI (23%) suggests that within the next 5 – 10 years the building 
will require significant maintenance, outside of the obvious needs for upgrades and 
enhancements to provide additional space the anticipated new equipment.

• The projections are that the asset will be replaced in Year 15, at which point the asset will be 
70 years old

• The assumption is that a new building will be built on the same site, and once completed 
the old building will be demolished.

Option 2 – Fire Hall# 2- Continue with 
maintenance as planned / projected as 
per FCI recommendations; a partial 
renovation anticipated at Year 15 to 
expand asset functionality and asset life
cycle.

• The total asset investment requirement determined in the FCI report is approx. $1.93 million 
(2020 estimate) whereas the cost of a new building is estimated at $3.1 million (2020 
estimate).

• This option projects the impact of investing the FCI total of $1.93 million over the first 7 
years.

• At Year 15 a full renovation is assumed (estimated costs as a percentage of full rebuild cost), 
allowing for structural adjustments and changes to the building to allow for new equipment 
in the upgraded building.

• It is not anticipated that this approach will provide any significant financial savings, except 
that as the asset is maintained over the years 1-6, maintenance and renovation/upgrade 
opportunities may present, providing opportunities for cost savings on overall estimate 
renovation costs.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Solutions and Risks – Fire Hall #2

Possible Solutions Potential Risks

Option 3 – Fire Hall#2 - Redevelopment of 
the FH#2 as stand-alone facility

• It is anticipated that a New FH-2 could be constructed on the same site, in an area adjacent 
to the existing fire hall, with no impact on existing fire and emergency response services in 
the southern regions of Penticton.

• Upon relocation of the fire services to the New FH-2, the existing FH-2 can be demolished.

• With sufficient space available on the site, additional service relocations (EMS; water rescue 
equipment) could be considered in the building design, with potential revenue from sub-
leases for these additional services off-setting the operating costs of the fire hall.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Projections – Fire Hall #2

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Projections – Fire Hall Combination Scenarios

Colliers Project Leaders
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Fire Hall #1: Option 3 recommended
• Rebuilding the Fire Hall on a selected site within a City block allows for construction to occur with no disruptions to 

existing services.

• There is an identified need for a downtown location for a combined Public Safety and Emergency facility 
accommodating Fire and Emergency Services, Bylaw and Community Policing.

• This option then releases the existing fire hall site for sale and redevelopment after demolition, with financial benefit 
to the City.

• Through sequencing of the new build, the impact on City expenditure could be managed to the lowest point.

• There is no clear cost benefit to deferring reconstruction or renovation of the existing fire hall to provide the required 
amenity and service levels required by Penticton Fire Services when there is the possibility of a rebuild on a separate 
site and it is recommended that this option be funded and implemented within 3 years.

Fire Hall #2: Option #3 recommended
• Fire Hall #2, while important provides the lesser of the fire services to Penticton, has the lower CAPEX requirement and 

can be readily rebuilt on the existing site with minimal disruption to existing services.

• This asset can be maintained and gradually renovated as and when required to meet servicing needs and 
requirements, or fully rebuilt later.

• A preliminary financial sensitivity analysis indicates little variation between all 3 options over the 20-year planning 
period and deferring replacement to Year 15 result in an asset age at replacement of 71 years.

• This deferred timeline allows City to allocate funds in the interim to other asset replacement / renovation projects.

Conclusions & Recommendation

Colliers Project Leaders
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Business Objective

Current Status / Challenges

• City Hall provides the central focal point for the civic and community 
centered services provided to the citizens of Penticton

• Requires significant investment towards:
• Upgrading HVAC system and other building components
• Upgrading exterior facade.

• The existing City Hall faces some limitations:
• Current space layout not flexible to accommodate new needs; not 

readily possible to reconfigure existing floor space to improve 
functionality in an existing building.

• Opportunities for co-location with the RDOS
• The high investment cost dictates careful consideration of future 

options for City Hall.

Current Operational Status (3-year 
average) and Asset Condition
Asset City Hall

Condition of each asset (Age) FCI 46% (56)

Replacement Cost $14,082,256

Annual CAPEX $71,022

Annual OPEX $172,084

Annual REVENUE $0

Services

ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $13,050,143

Annual REVENUE -$10,826,009

Ave Annual Cost Balance $2,467,240

Avg. 5-year CAPEX budget plan $27,000

City Hall - Current State

Colliers Project Leaders
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Overall Operating and Asset Condition Status

Colliers Project Leaders

• The current total FCI investment requirement for City Hall is $7.9 million (2020 estimates) and the 
current estimate for full rebuild is $14.1 million (2020).

• The current budgeted capital upgrades for City Hall amount to $135,000 over next 5 years.

• The existing building requires imminent maintenance costs (window replacements, roof and other 
mechanical upgrades) to mitigate current issues.

• The current location of City Hall is considered ideal for City operations and purposes.
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Solutions and Risks/Benefits

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Option 1 – Continue with 
maintenance and costs at 
current funding levels; planned
full rebuild in Year 10/11 with
allowance for possible upgrades
to building functionality

• The City has invested an average of $71,000 annually in asset maintenance and upgrades over the 
past 3 years.

• The current budgeted capital upgrades for City Hall amount to $135,000 over next 5 years

• The current estimated asset FCI (46%) suggests the overall building condition is “Fair”, but the 
building does need functional and asset maintenance investment.

• This option considers a full rebuild on the same site at Year 10.

• Deferring the rebuild by 10 years increases the estimated capital costs by compound inflation, 
increasing the estimated capital requirement and potentially off-setting any short-term savings 
gained by not investing in the asset now.

Option 2 – Continue with 
maintenance as planned /
projected in FCI report; ongoing
renovations and upgrades to
increase functionality & asset
life

• The current total FCI investment requirement for City Hall is $7.9 million (2020 estimates) and the 
current estimate for full rebuild is $14.1 million (2020).

• This option assumes that all the FCI upgrades will be carried out and that a full renovation will occur 
at year 10 to provide an equivalent building to a potential new build.

•The renovated facility may be designed to accommodate an integrated RDOS / City services 
and administration facility.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Solutions and Risks/Benefits

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Option 3 – New City Hall on the 
existing City Hall site (demolish 
ex. City Hall after new one 
complete)

• Architectural and engineering challenges may exist in building the new City Hall while retaining the 
existing building, but these can be mitigated through careful design and planning.

• This is an opportunity to enhance to downtown with a statement architectural building.

• All civic administrative functions of the City could be accommodated in a single building and retains 
the central City location.

• Opportunity to design / construct an energy and space efficient building which could have lower 
ongoing operating costs.

Option 4 – New City Hall on the 
existing Library / Museum site 
and sell the existing City Hall 
site (after rezoning if required)

• Design & construction of City hall on the existing Library/Museum site.

• In this option the City Hall site is sold after relocation.

• Dependent on the Library / Museum being relocated to another site and then the resale opportunity 
for the Library / Museum site is thus lost.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Projections – City Hall

Colliers Project Leaders
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City Hall - Option 1 – Continue with maintenance and costs at current funding levels; planned full rebuild in Year 10/11 with allowance for possible upgrades to 
building functionality - Net costs

City Hall - Option 2 – Continue with maintenance as planned / projected in FCI report; ongoing renovations and upgrades to increase functionality & asset life - Net 
costs

City Hall - Option 3 – NEW City Hall on the existing City Hall site (demolish ex. CH after new one complete) - Net costs

City Hall - Option 4 – NEW City Hall on the existing Library / Museum site; sell existing City Hall site for commercial redevelopment (after rezoning, if required) - Net 
costs

Option 1 - Annual expenditure (budgeted) for 
City Hall over years 1 - 5: 
$130,000 in total.
No significant capital upgrades currently 
included in budgets.

Option 1 - Full renovation and reconstruction assumed for City 
Hall at years 10/11.  Delays in project implementation result in 
increased capital expenditure due to annual inflation 
(compounded 3% per annum assumed)
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Option 2 – Continue with maintenance as planned / projected in FCI report; ongoing renovations
and upgrades to increase functionality & asset life

• While the existing space functionality of City Hall presents some challenges, an ongoing maintenance, 
upgrade and ultimately a renovation schedule potentially results in lower total capital expenditure 
over 20 years.

• Potential still exists for an architectural statement in a central location but within the context of the 
existing building, and potentially with a better integration with the surrounding parks.

• The renovated facility may be designed to accommodate an integrated RDOS / City services and 
administration facility.

• The renovated building could then meet energy efficiency standards as the building is gradually 
upgraded.

• This measured approach allows the City to match estimated resource and space needs with available 
funding.

• The current Federal government (2020) has made funding available to municipalities for upgrades and 
renovations to existing municipal buildings.

• Should such funding be viable, it would potentially reduce the estimated costs for Option 2 and allow 
for an earlier phasing of the anticipated renovation.

Conclusions and Recommendation

Colliers Project Leaders
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Business Objective

Current Status /Challenges

• City owns and manages McLaren Arena
• City’s focus is to provide community focused facilities to provide space and 

amenities for various activities and events

• The primary ice facility for community events and use.
• Arena requires a new chiller unit to continue operating as an ice facility.
• Disbanding this Arena without an alternative ice surface will deprive the 

community of general-use ice.
• The Arena has limited user options outside of figure skating due to its size.

Current Operational Status (3-year 
average) and Asset Condition

Asset McLaren 

Condition of each asset (Age) FCI 42% (48)

Replacement Cost $9,866,520

Annual CAPEX $270,955

Annual OPEX $402,187

Annual REVENUE -$224,353

Services

ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $0

Annual REVENUE $0

Ave Annual Cost Balance $448,790

Avg. 5-year CAPEX budget plan $283,500

McLaren Arena – Current State

Background

• Arena was originally designed to accommodate figure skating (primary 
use).

• Ice space is inadequate (small rink size) and off-ice facilities are insufficient 
for ice hockey users.

• In current condition it cannot provide ice surface replacement for 
Memorial or other.

• It is a viable option for dry-floor use (pickleball, basketball) as that 
removes the requirement for a chiller unit and maintenance is to the 
exterior shell only.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Business Objective
• Private sector operator (Spectra) contracted to operate and manage 

Memorial Arena
• City owns Memorial Arena
• Spectra focus is to generate revenue to support the facilities and operations
• City’s focus is to provide facilities that offer various community focused 

activities and events for services that cannot be operated purely for profit 
by the private sector.

Current Operational Status (3-year 
average) and Asset Condition

Asset Memorial 

Condition of each asset (Age) FCI 37% (69)

Replacement Cost $15,000,000

Annual CAPEX $400,716

Annual OPEX $36,335

Annual REVENUE $0

Services

ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $357,810

Annual REVENUE -$275,987

Ave Annual Cost Balance $518,874

Avg. 5-year CAPEX budget plan $114,800

Memorial Arena – Current State

Background Information
• The OHG / OHA and associated training facilities are internationally 

recognized in the Junior Ice Hockey market.
• OHG hosts an annual 10-day school's ice hockey tournament (3-year event 

cycle; awarded renewal rights to host) that has a significant economic 
impact.

• Memorial (or replacement single-ice facility) only will not replace or support 
the ice requirements for OHG and other users if SOEC ice surface is not 
available due to other facility use.

• The Arena is old and nearing end-of-life; requires extensive on-going 
maintenance and repairs to maintain existing facility.

• Nearing the end of useful life and decisions are required concerning the 
future of the Arena.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Overall Operating and Asset Condition Status

Colliers Project Leaders

McLaren Arena

• The current total FCI investment requirement for McLaren Arena is $4.3 million (2020 estimates) and the current estimate 
for full rebuild is $9.9 million (2020 estimate).

• McLaren continues to provide ice surface for figure skating (primarily), public recreational skating and some ice hockey use,
with existing dry surface sports from April - June.

• Does not support other ice use without a complete building renovation (high CAPEX requirement); the building footprint 
would require significant expansion to accommodate a NHL-grade ice rink and increased requirements for support facilities 
(changerooms, bleachers)

• Inefficient OPEX situation as it requires separate ice maintenance equipment, facilities and separate staff complement.

Memorial Arena

• The current total FCI investment requirement for Memorial Arena is $15.9 million (2020 estimates; maintaining existing 
structure) and the estimate for full rebuild is $15.0 million (reduced value for a simplified structure – not like-for-like 
replacement; 2020 estimate).

• The Arena has an estimated 8 years (maximum) remaining asset viability before significant renovation work is required 
(replacement of roof structure; other building envelope reconstruction; internal facilities requiring modernization).

• Deferring expenditure of a new building by maintaining investment in the current building provides no savings to the City 
and does not address long term ice requirements without increasing ice surface to comply with NHL requirements.
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New Ice Surface Options

Proposed 2-Ice Facility @ SOEC Campus (Extracted from Previous Studies)

Benefits Risks

• The proposed 2-Ice facility would replace the ice surfaces of both Memorial and McLaren and may 
provide flexibility to the SOEC programming.

• These existing arenas do not provide the adequate ice surface for all users.
• Construction of new 2-Ice facility allows for consolidation of operations (Zamboni; catering, 

chiller facilities; staff for general duties).
• Investment in 2-Ice facility will support OHG / OHA in Penticton, maintaining current exposure 

for Academy and retain tournaments.
• A dedicated 2-Ice facility will provide additional capacity for SOEC to expand the current 

events and conferences market (less demand for ice time).
• The decommissioning of Memorial and repurposing of McLaren will result in OPEX savings  and 

reduce significant future CAPEX upgrade costs as all maintenance staff and equipment will be in a 
single location.

• Proposed 2-Ice investment will support current investment in ice sports (OHG; SOEC, OHA Training 
Centre; VEES; figure skating; Penticton Minor Hockey) and support potential future growth.

• Design consideration for new 2-Ice facility – incremental increase to the ice surface to provide 
additional space for community ice use (to mitigate loss of McLaren Arena).

• Current 2020 estimate for New 2-Ice construction is $35 million (full scope of envisaged building)

• Significant CAPEX may not be 
supported by concurrent market 
increases in non-ice business at 
PTCC and SOEC.

• A strategic and comprehensive 
marketing strategy does not 
materialize, impacting on the 
potential for increasing all revenue 
streams (ice hockey, trade shows 
and events).

Colliers Project Leaders
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New Ice Surface Options

Proposed 1-Ice Facility @ SOEC Campus (Extracted from Previous Studies)

Benefits Risks

• The proposed 1-Ice facility would replace the ice surface of McLaren and may provide flexibility 
to the SOEC programming.

• McLaren arena does not provide the adequate ice surface for all users.
• Construction of new 1-Ice facility may allow for limited consolidation of operations.
• The addition of this additional surface, in conjunction with a rebuilt Memorial Arena and 

the existing SOEC capability, may provide additional capacity for SOEC to expand the 
current events and conferences market (less demand for ice time).

• The decommissioning of McLaren and reconstruction of a new single-sheet ice at Memorial may 
result in some OPEX savings and reduce future CAPEX upgrade costs.

• Proposed 1-Ice investment, along with the parallel investment in the new Memorial Arena, will 
support current investment in ice sports and support potential future growth.

• Design consideration for new 1-Ice facility – incremental increase to the ice surface to provide 
additional space for community ice use (to mitigate loss of McLaren Arena).

• Current 2020 estimate for New 1-Ice construction is $16.4 million (full scope of envisaged 
building)

• Significant CAPEX may not be 
supported by concurrent market 
increases in non-ice business at PTCC 
and SOEC.

• A strategic and comprehensive 
marketing strategy does not 
materialize, impacting on the potential 
for increasing all revenue streams (ice 
hockey, trade shows and events).

Colliers Project Leaders
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Possible Scenarios for Combined Ice Facilities

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

McLaren – Continue as-is and invest in 
the existing building as per FCI report 
and delay renovation if possible

• The current maintenance investment (3-year average) is equal to the FCI requirement.

• The City has included the replacement for the chiller unit in the forecast CAPEX budget and 
this largely complies with the Infrastructure Deficit estimate.

• The building age and estimated current condition suggests that the asset will require rebuild at 
Year 15.

• The rebuild excludes the foundations (the footprint of the building is retained) but all other 
building components are rebuilt and replaced.

• The asset will not comply with NHL rink size requirements under this scenario; the option only 
looks at rebuilding the existing facility.

• Ongoing operation costs associated with separate equipment (Zamboni; chiller units) and 
maintenance staff

Memorial – Continue as-is and invest 
in the existing building as per FCI 
report and delay if possible

• The current capital budget is $115k annually for the next 5 years.

• The building age and condition dictates a full rebuild is required at Year 8 (maximum period).

• The rebuild will include foundations and all other building components; the footprint will 
however remain the same, resulting in ice sheet of similar size to existing (does not meet NHL 
ice size requirements).

Colliers Project Leaders

Scenario 1 - Maintain and then renovate existing arenas at current funding & investment
levels; Renovated arenas will have full life cycle but will not have expanded or enhanced
functionality; No New 2-Ice facility
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Possible Scenarios for Combined Ice Facilities

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

McLaren Arena - McLaren Arena is 
demolished, site sold for commercial 
redevelopment after rezoning

• Contingent on construction of the proposed 2-Ice facility to retain existing ice surface 
availability in Penticton.

• Savings in OPEX / CAPEX commitments (currently at $500K / annum) and maximizes the 
potential revenue opportunities of the existing site.

• The current arena site will be rezoned commercial and sold; there will be no loss of park 
land or impact on other community assets with this approach.

Memorial Arena - Demolish existing 
Memorial Arena and rebuild new 1-Ice 
sheet on the same location

The existing Memorial Arena is demolished 
and rebuilt.

• New ice sheet will be NHL regulation size in a simplified structure and could delay the need 
to construct a new 1-Ice facility adjacent to SOEC.

• This option will not remove OPEX costs, but the new facility will have a minimum 75-year 
life span; the current arena building has an estimated 8 years remaining before significant 
investments will be required to either renovate or upgrade the facility.

• It does continue the inefficient OPEX situation as requires separate ice maintenance 
facilities and staff from the adjacent SOEC ice facilities.

New 1-Ice Facility built adjacent to SOEC • This additional sheet, in conjunction with rebuilt Memorial Arena, retains the existing 4-ice 
surface availability in Penticton but with upgraded NHL-regulation ice sheets.

• The building estimate is taken from the previous Arena Study data.

• It does continue the inefficient OPEX situation as this new arena requires ice equipment 
and maintenance facilities and staff separate from the rebuilt Memorial ice facilities.

Colliers Project Leaders

Scenario 2 - McLaren Arena is demolished, rezoned and sold; Memorial Arena is rebuilt (new 
facility on same site); New 1-Ice Arena built at SOEC complex
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Possible Scenarios for Combined Ice Facilities

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

McLaren Arena - Demolish existing 
McLaren Arena and repurpose as park 
land

• Contingent on construction of the proposed 2-Ice facility to retain existing ice surface 
availability in Penticton.

• Savings in OPEX / CAPEX commitments (currently at $500K / annum)

• The current arena site will be included into park land and the recreational use will be 
determined by user demand.

• Increase in area designated as parkland but no revenue form sale to off-set construction 
cost of new arena

Memorial Arena - Demolish existing 
Memorial Arena and convert to parking

• Contingent on construction of the proposed 2-Ice facility.

• Convert the site to a parking zone (this supports the parking area lost to the new 2-Ice 
arena; it also replaces the parking area sold to the new hotel development).

• This results in savings in OPEX / CAPEX commitments for the arena.

• This approach also supports the development vison included in the Northern Gateway 
Initiative. 

New 2-Ice Facility built adjacent to SOEC • This new 2-Ice facility replaces the previous surfaces of Memorial and McLaren, enhancing 
the capacity and functionality of the 4-ice surface availability in Penticton.

• The building estimate is taken from the previous Arena Study data.

• It maximizes the OPEX efficiencies to be gained from having all the ice equipment and 
maintenance facilities and staff near each other.

Colliers Project Leaders

Scenario 3 - McLaren Arena is demolished and reverted to parkland; Memorial Arena is 
demolished, site converted to parking; New 2-Ice Arena built at SOEC complex
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Possible Scenarios for Combined Ice Facilities

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

McLaren Arena - McLaren Arena is 
demolished, site sold for commercial 
redevelopment after rezoning

• Contingent on construction of the proposed 2-Ice facility to retain existing ice surface 
availability in Penticton.

• Savings in OPEX / CAPEX commitments (currently at $500K / annum) and maximizes the 
potential revenue opportunities of the existing site.

• The current arena site will be rezoned commercial and sold.

Memorial Arena - Demolish existing 
Memorial Arena and convert to parking

• Contingent on construction of the proposed 2-Ice facility.

• Convert the site to a parking zone (this supports the parking area lost to the new 2-Ice arena; 
it also replaces the parking area sold to the new hotel development).

• This results in savings in OPEX / CAPEX commitments for the arena.

• This approach also supports the development vison included in the Northern Gateway 
Initiative. 

New 2-Ice Facility built adjacent to SOEC • This new 2-Ice facility replaces the previous surfaces of Memorial and McLaren, enhancing 
the capacity and functionality of the 4-ice surface availability in Penticton.

• The building estimate is taken from the previous Arena Study data.

• It maximizes the OPEX efficiencies to be gained from having all the ice equipment and 
maintenance facilities and staff near each other.

Colliers Project Leaders

Scenario 4 - McLaren Arena is demolished, rezoned and sold; Memorial Arena is demolished, site 
converted to parking; New 2-Ice Arena built at SOEC complex
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Financial Projections – Memorial and McLaren
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SCENARIO 1 - Maintain and then Renovate Existing Arenas at current funding & investment levels; Renovated arenas will have full life cycle but will not have expanded or enhanced functionality; No New
2-Ice facility - Net costs

SCENARIO 2 - McLaren Arena is demolished, rezoned and sold; Memorial Arena is rebuilt (new NHL-size single sheet; on same site); New 1-Ice Arena built at SOEC complex - Net costs

SCENARIO 3 - McLaren Arena is demolished and reverted to parkland; Memorial Arena is demolished, lot converted to parking; New 2-Ice Arena built at SOEC complex - Net costs

SCENARIO 4 - McLaren Arena is demolished, rezoned and sold; Memorial Arena is demolished, lot converted to parking; New 2-Ice Arena built at SOEC complex - Net costs

SCENARIO 4A - McLaren Arena is demolished, rezoned and sold; Memorial Arena is demolished, lot converted to parking; New 2-Ice Arena built at SOEC complex with 20% Grant Funding realised - Net
costs
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Scenario 4 - McLaren Arena is demolished, rezoned and sold; Memorial Arena is demolished, site 
converted to parking; New 2-Ice Arena built at SOEC complex

• This scenario assumes both Memorial and McLaren are demolished, McLaren is rezoned for 

commercial or residential and sold (realizing maximum revenue potential); Memorial is repurposed 

for parking.

• The high cost of construction for the new 2-Ice Arena is recognized as a hurdle, but obtaining Federal, 

Provincial and possible private partnership funding for a new Arena, was highlighted in the original 

arena studies.

• This approach supports the continued investment in the future of ice sports / business in Penticton 

and maximizes the commercial and financial benefit of the Memorial and McLaren sites.

• This approach supports the ongoing North Gateway Initiative and the projected positive economic 

impact of the ice hockey business on the city economy.

Conclusions and Recommendation

Colliers Project Leaders
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Business Objective

Current Status / Challenges

• Penticton Public Library continues to be a welcoming and thriving 
gathering place, engaging with diverse community and encouraging all 
ages in their pursuit of learning and personal growth.

• The Penticton Library remains operating as an Independent Municipal 
Library (as per the 2016 Grant Thornton report).

• The Library is well supported by City community, is well frequented (+60% 
of pop. are members) and digital use is increasing rapidly.

• Library operations are restricted by the following:
• Insufficient space for program areas, meeting rooms and reading areas;
• Inadequate capacity for current and/or expanded computer facilities;
• Limited storage space for library services (books / hard copies), staff 

facilities and space for printers (normal and 3D printers for which they 
have the software capacity); and

• Fixed shelving, required by building code requirements, does not allow 
for better space utilisation.

• Building is a shared space with the Museum; the building is nearing end of 
useful life and is beginning to restrict functionality due to age / insufficient 
size.

Current Operational Status (3-year 
average) and Asset Condition
* These costs are for the combined Library / Museum complex 
(redesigned assumed based on current technology; lower capital cost est.)

Asset Library

Condition of each asset (Age) FCI 43% (56)

Replacement Cost $16,000,000*

Annual CAPEX $5,510*

Annual OPEX $391,727*

Annual REVENUE -$145,270*

Services

ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $1,517,758*

Annual REVENUE -$185,546*

Ave Annual Cost Balance $1,584,179*

Avg. 5-year CAPEX budget plan $56,000*

Library – Current State

Colliers Project Leaders
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Business Objective

Current Status / Challenges

• The Penticton Museum was established in 1954.
• “The Penticton Museum strives to deliver professional and innovative exhibits, 

programs, archival services and resources in order to coordinate heritage 
programming, both at the museum and within the City's environs, with the 
goal of ensuring cultural and natural heritage management remains a vital 
component in the development of Penticton's physical identity and community 
character.”

• The Museum is well supported by City community.
• Museum operations are restricted by the following:
• Insufficient space for program areas, meeting rooms and displays;
• No separate workshop area with dedicated equipment areas and 

working surfaces;
• Limited storage space for museum artifacts and equipment – current 

arrangement is disjointed and disconnected;
• No separate and dedicated staff facilities; and
• Alternative storage facilities (type) required – moving vertical shelves 

already installed are an example of an improved storage mechanism.
• Building is a shared space with the Library; the building is nearing end of 

useful life, and is beginning to restrict functionality due to age / insufficient 
size.

Current Operational Status (3-year 
average) and Asset Condition
* These costs are for the combined Library / Museum complex 
(redesigned assumed based on current technology; lower capital cost est.)

Asset Museum

Condition of each asset (Age) FCI 43% (56)

Replacement Cost $16,000,000*

Annual CAPEX $5,510*

Annual OPEX $391,727*

Annual REVENUE -$145,270*

Services

ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $1,517,758*

Annual REVENUE -$185,546*

Ave Annual Cost Balance $1,584,179*

Avg. 5-year CAPEX budget plan $56,000*

Museum – Current State

Colliers Project Leaders
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Overall Operating and Asset Condition Status

Colliers Project Leaders

• The current total FCI investment requirement for Library & Museum is $12.8 million (2020 
estimates) and the current estimate for full rebuild is $16.0 million (2020 estimate).

• The facility currently experiences issues with computer and power facilities and will require 
upgrades.

• The current interior space utilization requires optimization of the existing floor area to increase 
functionality.
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Library and Museum - Solutions and Risks/Benefits

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Library/Museum - Option 1 Continue with
maintenance and costs at current funding
levels; full renovation at Year 13 to enhance
functionality and achieve full life cycle
condition

• The budgeted capital for the next 5 years is $56,000 annually.

• This option estimates the continuation of these funding levels, and a full rebuild of the 
facility at Year 13.

• No upgrades or remedial works will occur until the rebuild, with all existing shortcomings 
in the building remaining.

Library/Museum - Option 2 – Continue with
maintenance and costs at planned and
projected funding levels as per FCI 
recommendations; a partial renovation at Year
13 to enhance functionality and capacity and
restore full life cycle value

• The current total FCI investment requirement for Library & Museum is $12.8 million 
(2020 estimates) and this investment is assumed to occur from Year 1 - 8

• These investments will respond to the computer and power issues and could be used to 
redesign the interior space utilization to optimize existing floor area and use.

• The partial renovation investment in Year 13 would then focus on enhancements to the 
building (improved digital capacity; increased theatre space).

• The gradual investment plan does allow for phased and sequential redevelopment of the 
facility and could respond to changing needs.

• The asset is in a prime location with development potential. This approach does not 
maximize any revenue potential of this site.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Library and Museum - Solutions and Risks/Benefits (2)

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Library/Museum - Option 3 – New combined
art and culture centre, including Art Gallery,
Library & Museum on new Site and old
Library/Museum site sold

• This new facility would provide an integrated and cohesive Art & Cultural Centre for the 
City and could also be enhanced to include space for the non-profit groups currently 
occupying Leir House.

• This would be a purpose-fit building with design focusing on optimizing shared space 
requirements of the Library, Museum and Art Gallery, would focus on the changing 
nature of both libraries and museums (example being the move to a more digital 
environment), and generate a focal point for culture and arts in the City.

• The proposed site for this redevelopment would make use of preferred / selected City-
owned sites, either in the downtown core or near the core.

• With the relocation of the Library / Museum to the new facility, it opens the possibility of 
sale of the existing Library / Museum site after demolition of existing facility. 

• The location of the existing site, adjacent to schools and near both the retail centers and 
downtown, will make it an attractive location for commercial or residential 
redevelopment.

• The construction of the Library/Museum facility on a new site allows for full building 
completion and then relocating both the Library/Museum and the Art Gallery once the 
building is commissioned, minimizing service disruptions at both those facilities.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Library and Museum - Solutions and Risks/Benefits (3)

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Library/Museum - Option 4 – New 
Library/Museum on new site and old site sold

• This new facility would provide an integrated and cohesive Library/Museum and could 
also be enhanced to include space for the non-profit groups currently occupying Leir 
House.

• This would be a purpose-fit building with design focusing on optimizing shared space 
requirements of the Library and Museum and would focus on the changing nature of 
both libraries and museums (example being the move to a more digital environment).

• The proposed site for this redevelopment would make use of preferred / selected City-
owned sites, either in the downtown core or near the core.

• The construction of the facility on a new site allows for full building completion and then 
relocating Library/Museum once the building is commissioned, minimizing service 
disruptions.

• With the relocation of the Library / Museum to the new facility, it opens the possibility of 
sale of the existing Library / Museum site after demolition of existing facility. 

• The current site location, adjacent to schools, near retail centers and downtown, make it 
attractive for commercial or residential redevelopment.

Library/Museum - Option 5 – New 
Library/Museum on existing Library/Museum 
site (old building demolished)

• The new facility could be built on the same site without disruption the existing building 
(site size is sufficient to permit this approach).

• Reduced capital benefit as site is not available for resale.

• Retains existing central location adjacent to the High School.

• Museum facilities to be included are largely complementary to the Library facility with 
limited museum functionality.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Projections – Library / Museum Options
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Library/Museum - Option 1 – Continue with maintenance and costs at current funding levels; full renovation at Year 13 to enhance functionality and achieve full life-cycle 
condition - Net costs

Library/Museum - Option 2 – Continue with maintenance and costs at planned and projected funding levels as per FCI recommendations; a partial renovation at Year 13 to 
enhance functionality and capacity and restore full life-cycle value - Net costs

Library/Museum - Option 3 – NEW Combined art and culture centre, including Art Gallery, Library & Museum on New Site and old Library/Museum site sold (the value of the 
Museum/Library portion of the combined asset only) - Net costs

Library/Museum - Option 4 – New Library/Museum on new site and old lot sold - Net costs

Library/Museum - Option 5 – New Library/Museum on existing Library/Museum site (old building demolished) - Net costs

Option 3: The net costs reflect only the 
Museum/Library portion of the proposed combined 
Library/Museum & Art Gallery asset.
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Library/Museum - Option 3 – New combined art and culture centre , including Art Gallery, Library
& Museum on new Site and old Library/Museum site sold.

• This new facility would provide an integrated and cohesive Art & Cultural Centre for the City and could also be 
enhanced to include space for the non-profit groups currently occupying Leir House.

• This would be a purpose-fit building with design focusing on optimizing shared space requirements of the 
Library, Museum and Art Gallery, would focus on the changing nature of both libraries and museums (example 
being the move to a more digital environment), and generate a focal point for culture and arts in the City.

• The proposed site for this redevelopment would make use of preferred / selected City-owned sites, either in the 
downtown core or near the core.

• With the relocation of the Library / Museum to the new facility, it opens the possibility of sale of the existing 
Library / Museum site after demolition of existing facility and potential for revised use of Leir House.

• The location of this site, adjacent to schools and near both the retail centers and downtown, will make it an 
attractive location for commercial or residential redevelopment.

• The construction of the facility on a new site allows for full building completion and then relocating both the 
Library/Museum and the Art Gallery once the building is commissioned, minimizing service disruptions at both 
those facilities.

• The full cost of this option is the sum of Library/Museum (Option3) and Art Gallery (Option 3) costs.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Colliers Project Leaders
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Business Objective

Current Status / Challenges

MISSION
“The Penticton Art Gallery exists to exhibit, interpret, preserve and promote 
the visual, artistic and cultural heritage of Indigenous Peoples and of 
Canada; to educate and engage the public on local, regional and global social 
issues through the visual arts”.
VISION
“We envision a gallery accessible to everyone as a vibrant public space in 
service of our community, to foster greater social engagement, critical 
thinking and creativity”.

• Building is in relatively good condition.

• The City support is required for the cost of maintaining the operations 
of the building as it is leased for no-cost to the non-profit that 
manages the Art Gallery.

• The site has possible commercial alternative uses and is located in an 
area that appears to be undergoing upgrades and improvements.

Current Operational Status (3-year 
average) and Asset Condition

Asset Art Gallery

Condition of each asset (Age) FCI 56% (35)

Replacement Cost $4,000,000

Annual CAPEX $10,000

Annual OPEX $0

Annual REVENUE $0

Services

ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $0

Annual REVENUE $0

Ave Annual Cost Balance $10,000

Avg. 5-year CAPEX budget plan $50,000

Art Gallery - Current State

Colliers Project Leaders
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Overall Operating and Asset Condition Status

Colliers Project Leaders

• The current total FCI investment requirement for Art Gallery is $0.75 million (2020 estimates) and 
the current estimate for full rebuild is $4.0 million (2020 estimate).

• Continued annual cash grant of $100,000.

• The building is in reasonable condition and does not require significant capital investment.
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Art Gallery - Solutions and Risks/Benefits

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Art Gallery - Option 1 – Continue with
maintenance and costs at current funding 
levels; full renovation of the building at Year 
13; enhance functionality and improve asset 
life cycle value

• The budgeted capital for the next 5 years is $50,000 annually.

• This option estimates the continuation of these funding levels, and a full renovation of 
the facility at Year 13 to coincide with other investment plans.

Art Gallery - Option 2 – Continue with 
maintenance and costs at planned and 
projected funding levels; significant renovation 
in Year 13 to enhance functionality and value 
and increase asset life cycle value

• The current total FCI investment requirement is $0.75 million (2020 estimates) and this 
investment is assumed to occur from Year 1 - 4

• The art gallery is planned for full replacement in Year 13.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Art Gallery - Solutions and Risks/Benefits (2)

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Art Gallery - Option 3 - New combined art
and culture centre, including Art Gallery,
Library & Museum on new Site; and old 
site sold

• This new facility would provide an integrated and cohesive Art & Cultural Centre for the 
City and could also be enhanced to include space for the non-profit groups currently 
occupying Leir House.

• This would be a purpose-fit building with design focusing on optimizing shared space 
requirements of the Library, Museum and Art Gallery, would focus on the changing 
nature of art galleries (more about interaction rather than a passive display 
environment), and generate a focal point for culture and arts in the City.

• The proposed site for this redevelopment would make use of preferred / selected City-
owned sites, either in the downtown core or near the core.

• With the relocation of the Art Gallery to the new facility, it opens the possibility of sale of 
the existing Art Gallery site after demolition of existing facility.

• The location of the existing Art Gallery site, adjacent to parks, Penticton Yacht Club and 
other marina facilities, restaurants and downtown, will make it an attractive location for 
commercial or residential redevelopment.

• This site is adjacent to a planned City investigation into the revitalization of the north-
east area of the City surrounding the Penticton Yacht Club, with opportunities for 
including this site into the overall area planning process. 

• The construction of the facility on a new site allows for full building completion and then 
relocating both the Library/Museum and the Art Gallery once the new building is 
commissioned, minimizing service disruptions at both those facilities.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Art Gallery - Solutions and Risks/Benefits (3)

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Art Gallery - Option 4 – Art Gallery
relocated to renovated Bus Barn
(Deferred timeline) and old site sold

• In this option the existing Bus Barn is renovated (a nominal budget of $500,000 is 
allocated to this) and after renovation the Art Gallery is relocated, and the existing site is 
rezoned for commercial use and sold.

• This option then allows for the resale of the existing Art Gallery site only (excludes the 
Japanese Garden site; that will not be sold).

• The location of this site, near downtown and the Penticton Yacht and Tennis Club, and its 
proximity to the upcoming Okanagan North-East study area, makes this a high-value site.

• This option however also includes the loss of revenue that will arise from the City not 
selling the Bus Barn to existing developer interest.

Art Gallery - Option 5 – Art Gallery in new 
building on New Site; old site sold

• In this option the Art Gallery is rebuilt on a new site near downtown (on a City-owned 
site).

• Once the new facility is completed and the Art Gallery relocated, the existing site is 
rezoned for commercial use and sold.

• This option then allows for the resale of the existing Art Gallery site only (excludes the 
Japanese Garden site; that will not be sold).

• The location of this site, near downtown and the Penticton Yacht and Tennis Club, and its 
proximity to the upcoming Okanagan North-East study area, makes this a high-value site.

• There is no off-set in this option (due to the City utilizing an owned site, rather than 
selling the site) as no options are currently under consideration.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Projections – Art Gallery
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Art Gallery - Option 1 – Continue with maintenance and costs at current funding levels; full renovation of the building at Year 13; enhance functionality and improve asset 
life-cycle value - Net costs

Art Gallery - Option 2 – Continue with maintenance and costs at planned and projected funding levels; significant renovation in Year 13 to enhance functionality and value 
and increase asset life-cycle value - Net costs

Art Gallery - Option 3 – NEW Combined art and culture centre, including Art Gallery, Library & Museum on New Site and old Art Gallery sold (the value of the Art Gallery 
portion of the combined asset only) - Net costs

Art Gallery - Option 4 – Art Gallery relocated to renovated Bus Barn (Deferred timeline) and old lot sold - Net costs

Art Gallery - Option 5 – Art Gallery in new building on New Site; old lot sold - Net costs

Option 3: The net costs reflect only the Art Gallery portion of 
the proposed combined Library/Museum & Art Gallery asset.
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Art Gallery - Option 3 – New combined art and culture centre , including Art Gallery, Library &
Museum on new Site and old Art Gallery sold
• This new facility would provide an integrated and cohesive Art & Cultural Centre for the City and could also be 

enhanced to include space for the non-profit groups currently occupying Leir House.

• This would be a purpose-fit building with design focusing on optimizing shared space requirements of the Library, 
Museum and Art Gallery, would focus on the changing nature of art galleries (more about interaction rather than a 
passive display environment), and generate a focal point for culture and arts in the City.

• The proposed site for this redevelopment would make use of preferred / selected City-owned sites, either in the 
downtown core or near the core.

• With the relocation of the Art Gallery to the new facility, it opens the possibility of sale of the existing Art Gallery site
after demolition of existing facility.

• The location of the existing Art Gallery site, adjacent to parks, Penticton Yacht Club and other marina facilities, 
restaurants and downtown, will make it an attractive location for commercial or residential redevelopment.

• This site is adjacent to a planned City investigation into the revitalization of the north-east area of the City 
surrounding the Penticton Yacht Club, with opportunities for including this site into the overall area planning 
process. 

• The construction of the facility on a new site allows for full building completion and then relocating both the 
Library/Museum and the Art Gallery once the new building is commissioned, minimizing service disruptions at both 
those facilities.

• The full cost of this option is the sum of Library/Museum (Option3) and Art Gallery (Option 3) costs.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Colliers Project Leaders
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Business Objective

Current Status /Challenges

• Provide affordable recreational facilities to the public.
• Nurture and promote competitive sports.
• City’s focus is to provide sports facilities and services that 

cannot be operated purely for profit by the private sector.

The current challenges include:
• Operations leased to End User (Pinnacle Football Club / Penticton Soccer Club);
• Facility Management – currently the end user is the Operator (conflict of interests);
• Existing facility and operations has limited ability to maximize full revenue 

potential for the site;
• Single purpose facility - Sports could incorporate more sports uses;
• Currently no non-Sport use. Could consider other commercial uses – conventions, 

exhibitions, parties, public gatherings etc.;
• Not able to achieve full utilization due to current indoor conditions and current 

user focus (soccer only);
• Court surface due for renewal;
• Cost of playing surface upgrade or renewal ranges between $200k and $400k, 

depending on the type of replacement base floor and floor covering, and;
• CAPEX is currently City’s responsibility.

Current Operational (3-year average) 
and Asset Condition

Asset Sportsplex

Condition of each asset (Age) FCI 56% (13)

Replacement Cost $8,708,263

Annual CAPEX $0

Annual OPEX $16,889

Annual REVENUE -$74,817

Services

ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $16,889

Annual REVENUE -$74,817

Ave Annual Cost Balance -$57,927

Avg. 5-year CAPEX budget plan $80,000

Indoor Soccer Sportsplex - Current State

Colliers Project Leaders
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Solutions and Risks

Possible Solutions Potential Risks / Opportunities

Capital Upgrade common to all options / Playing 
Surface and Asset Upgrades:
• Resurface with the existing long-pile artificial grass turf (on 

a concrete base) - $400K*
• Resurface with a short-pile artificial grass turf (on a 

concrete base) - $350K* est.
• Resurface with a short-pile artificial grass surface on a 

gravel base - $200K * est.
• Improve indoor comfort and conditions where 

economically feasible (air flow and cooling; heating).

• The wrong choice does impact future sporting type opportunities.

• Investment in resurfacing may not generate the expected interest from 
potential users.

• Opportunity - Facility naming rights (currently Adidas; due for renewal in 
2021): The change in use and management function could influence naming 
rights & sponsorship.

• Note: Options for multi-sport use - Court surface renewal to consider 
inclusion of other sports such as tennis, baseball, slow-pitch, outdoor hockey 
and rugby for amateur/recreational use and commercial purposes.

Indoor Soccer Sportsplex - Option 1 – Continue with 
maintenance and costs at current funding levels; 
current management agreements remaining in force; 
facility undergoes major renovation in Year 8

• The facility management continues with status quo (PFC / PSC).

• City annual maintenance investment remains at current trend.

• At Year 8 (timing dictated by overall fiscal planning limitations), a significant 
upgrade (60%) is planned to off-set the lower annual maintenance 
investment.

Indoor Soccer Sportsplex - Option 2 – Proceed with 
maintenance and costs at planned and projected 
funding levels as per FCI requirements; current 
management agreements remaining in force

• The facility management continues with status quo (PFC / PSC).

• City annual maintenance investment is increased to the FCI standard.

• At Year 8 (timing dictated by overall fiscal planning limitations), a significant 
upgrade (50%) is planned to off-set the low annual maintenance investment.

* High level cost estimate provided by the City staff. ** Cost estimate adjusted to account for change in base foundation material.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Solutions and Risks

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Indoor Soccer Sportsplex - Option 3: Continue with 
maintenance and costs at planned and projected 
funding levels; City to manage facility

• City annual maintenance investment is increased to the FCI standard.

• At Year 8 (timing dictated by overall fiscal planning limitations), a significant 
upgrade (50%) is planned to provide an enhanced facility (use and 
functionality).

• City to manage the renewed facility, including all sport groups programming 
through the Recreation staff.

• City to explore expanding the use of the facility through Recreation outreach 
and explore means to increase use and revenue generated by the facility. 

Indoor Soccer Sportsplex - Option 4 – Continue with 
maintenance and costs at planned and projected 
funding levels; operating agreement with a third-party

• City annual maintenance investment is increased to the FCI standard.

• At Year 8 (timing dictated by overall fiscal planning limitations), a significant 
upgrade (50%) is planned to provide an enhanced facility (use and 
functionality).

• Investigate the option of revising the current management and appoint an 
independent entity to manage the facility.

• Operating agreement could be structured to maximize facility use (for sport 
and other uses).

• The third-party operator may demand lower rental rates to maximize profit.

• Operating agreement could include revenue / turnover incentive to maximize 
use and commercial potential.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Projections – Indoor Soccer Facility
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Note: The financial projections have assumed the same floor renovation for each option ($400k costs assumed) for comparison purposes
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Indoor Soccer - Option 1 – Continue with maintenance and costs at current funding levels; current management agreements remaining in force; facility undergoes major 
renovation in Year 8 - Net costs

Indoor Soccer - Option 2 – Proceed with maintenance and costs at planned and projected funding levels as per FCI requirements; current management agreements 
remaining in force - Net costs

Indoor Soccer - Option 3 – Continue with maintenance and costs at planned and projected funding levels; City to manage facility - Net costs

Indoor Soccer - Option 4 – Continue with maintenance and costs at planned and projected funding levels; operating agreement with a Third-Party operating company -
Net costs
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Combination of Option 3 and Option 4

Option 3: Continue with maintenance and costs at planned and projected funding levels; City to manage 
facility
1) The City assigns management of the facility to the Recreation department (first step)

• This option is an interim approach until Option 4 can be actioned but is required in order to facilitate a way forward.
• Recreation department continues the engagement with all sport groups for programming purposes 
• Recreation department undertakes an outreach / market initiative to generate interest and increase use of the 

facility (this activity, and anticipated outcome, will provide a basis for embarking on Option 4 procurement of facility 
operator as it will prove viability)

Option 4: Operating Agreement with a third-party
2) The City investigates the opportunity for an amenity operating agreement with an independent third-party. The agreement 

to consider the following :
• City to review operating options for private operators as the current zoning restrictions of the Sportsplex is for 

dedicated parks.
• Explore including OPEX costs in the operating agreement with a range of potential limitations on future City 

responsibilities for CAPEX.
• Future City obligations for additional CAPEX and facility expansion requirements to be financed out of capital funds.
• Minimum requirements of time allocation for any community-based sports groups (if deemed important).
• City issues RFI to market to assess leasing opportunities for third-party operators. 

Conclusions & Recommendation

Colliers Project Leaders
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Business Objective

Current Status / Challenges

Leir House was designed by Hugh and Joyce Leir and completed in 1929.
Leir House and its surrounding property was purchased in 1951 by the 
Penticton Regional Hospital and used for the next 25 years as a nurse’s 
residence.

City of Penticton purchased Leir House in April of 1979 for two reasons:
• To preserve an important city landmark and home of one of 

Penticton’s founding families; and 
• It offered an ideal opportunity to provide a cultural centre for the 

smaller arts groups in need of a home base.

• Leir House is the sole responsibility of the City for maintenance and 
upkeep.

• Current tenants are all non-profit organizations who make use of the 
property rent-free.

• Costs for the upkeep of the House will increase over time (current age 
= 91 years) and the existing condition is listed as “Poor”.

Current Operational Status (3-year 

average) and Asset Condition

Asset Leir House

Condition of each asset (Age) FCI 42% (91)

Replacement Cost $3,896,454

Annual CAPEX $5,163

Annual OPEX $0

Annual REVENUE $0

Services

ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $0

Annual REVENUE $0

Ave Annual Cost Balance $5,163

Avg. 5-year CAPEX budget plan $60,000

Leir House - Current State

Colliers Project Leaders
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Overall Operating and Asset Condition Status
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• The current total FCI investment requirement for Leir House is $6.2 million (2020 estimates) and 
the current estimate for full rebuild is $3.9 million (2020 estimate).

• The building has significant cultural and historical benefit 

• Current operations provide limited economic benefit.
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Solutions and Risks/Benefits

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Leir House - Option 1 – Continue with maintenance 
and costs at current funding levels; facility is 
always leased to non-profit organizations

• Current City investment in House maintenance is $5,000 per annum with 
$300,000 over 5 years set aside for identified capital.

• Maintaining the status quo of leasing to non-profit entities results in ongoing loss 
of potential revenue to the City for commercial leases or sale of property

• The building, while 92 years old, is in sound structural condition but will require 
replacement of plumbing, electrical and potentially HVAC systems.

• The model has included a fill internal renovation at year 10 to account for these.

Leir House - Option 2 – Continue with maintenance 
and costs at planned and projected funding levels; 
facility is always leased to non-profit organizations

• FCI investment requirement of $650,000 is invested in first 3 years and 
maintenance at specified levels is included in annual budget estimates

• No capital investment is allowed for as the replacement of plumbing/ electrical 
and HVAC will be undertaken as part of annual maintenance

Leir House - Option 3 – Continue with maintenance 
and costs at planned and lease Leir House to 
commercial lease rates (resident non-profits moved 
to new Art & Culture Centre)

• This option is tied to an alternative location being secured for the resident non-
profit entities (such as the proposed new Art & Culture Centre or a new 
Library/Museum complex, or a new Art Gallery).

• Alternatively, if another location is secured then this option can be activated 
earlier.

• Rezoning from current “Public assembly” required; will require public 
consultation.

• Potential upside from the lease and ongoing revenue from potential use (such as 
a restaurant) and other revenue opportunities (business taxes).

Colliers Project Leaders
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Solutions and Risks/Benefits

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits

Leir House - Option 4 – Continue with maintenance 
and costs at planned and projected funding levels; 
lease Leir House to commercial lease rates 
(resident non-profits moved to new Art & Culture 
Centre); Half of site sold as residential sites after 
rezoning

• The City sub-divides the whole parcel into two, retaining the portion with the 
House intact and subdividing the balance for sale as residential sites.

• High value sites (surrounding area undergoing revival) should attract significant 
interest.

• The property lease portion of this option is tied to an alternative location being 
secured for the resident non-profit entities (such as the proposed new Art & 
Culture Centre or a new Library/Museum complex, or a new Art Gallery).

• City retains responsibility for the House and all ongoing costs as for Option 1.

• Revenue increase through land sale and ongoing property taxes.

• Rezoning from current “Public assembly” required; will require public consultation 

• No significant loss of cultural value to the City.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Projections – Leir House
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Leir House - Option 1 – Continue with maintenance and costs at current funding levels; partial renovation at Year 10 to enhance functionality; facility is always 
leased to non-profit organizations - Net costs

Leir House - Option 2 – Continue with maintenance and costs at planned and projected funding levels; partial renovation at Year 10 to increase functionality; 
facility is always leased to non-profit organizations - Net costs

Leir House - Option 3 – Continue with maintenance and costs at planned and lease Leir House to commercial lease rates (resident non-profits moved to new Art 
& Culture Centre); no renovation anticipated - Net costs

Leir House - Option 4 – Continue with maintenance and costs at planned and projected funding levels; lease Leir House to commercial lease rates (resident non-
profits moved to new Art & Culture Centre); Half of lot sold as residential lots after rezoning -
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Leir House – Option 3 - Continue with maintenance and costs at planned and lease Leir House to commercial 
lease rates (resident non-profits moved to new Art & Culture Centre)

• This option is tied to an alternative location being secured for the resident non-profit entities (such as the proposed 

new Art & Culture Centre or a new Library/Museum complex, or a new Art Gallery).

• Alternatively, if another location is secured then this option can be activated earlier.

• Rezoning from current “Public assembly” required; will require public consultation.

• Potential upside from the lease and ongoing revenue from potential use (such as a restaurant) and other revenue 

opportunities (business taxes).

This approach will result in a concentration of art and cultural activities in the City.

The current occupants of Leir House require a facility that will house:

• The Arts Council (including gallery, administration and shop).
• Music Society (with rooms available for teaching and small live music presentations and events).
• Penticton Pottery Guild – space for a fully equipped pottery studio.
• Safe studio space for commercial artists at reasonable rates.

The proposal of a combined Art & Culture Centre that will also house these occupants addresses this requirement.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Colliers Project Leaders
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Business Objective

Current Status / Challenges

The Cleland Community Theatre is Penticton’s premiere performing arts 
venue and hosts productions ranging from symphonies and comedians 
to international performers, inspirational speakers and community 
groups.

• The 403-seat theatre is currently limited by poor quality (inadequate) 
sound and lighting systems.

• Potential renters are required to provide own sound & lighting 
equipment to meet requirements for use (a deterrent to rental).

• No center aisle - Access to seats by side-aisles only. 
• Other non-Theatre aspects are adequate (to good) – parking, ease of 

access, adjoining spaces for functions and presentations.
• The operating conditions of this asset cannot be defined as its costs 

are not separate from the overall Community Centre costs 
• Location of the Theatre inside the Community Centre is both:

• Beneficial - the building maintenance costs are absorbed by 
the Centre operations; and 

• Restrictive - functions must operate around the other Centre 
uses, such as the swimming pool and gymnasium.

• Recreation currently performing an operations review

Current Operational Status (3-year 
average) and Asset Condition

Asset Cleland Theatre

Condition of each asset (Age) FCI 79% (39)

Replacement Cost
(incl. in Comm 

Centre)

Annual CAPEX $0

Annual OPEX $53,106

Annual REVENUE -$75,316

Services

ALL EXPENDITURE (Annual) $0

Annual REVENUE -$75,316

Ave Annual Cost Balance -$22,210

Avg. 5-year CAPEX budget plan $178,000

Cleland Theatre - Current State

Colliers Project Leaders
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Solutions and Risks/Benefits

Possible Solutions Potential Risks, Benefits
Option 1 – City upgrades audio-visual equipment and continue 
with current operating functions as-is 
• The current status of the Theatre is continued, with continued 

pattern of use and revenue.
• No significant upside potential with this option.

• The asset is not fully costed, and actual operating profit / loss is 
not easily determined.

• Current financial status remains.

• Audio-visual equipment will be replaced; the current equipment 
does not meet acceptable performance standards

Option 2 – City upgrades audio-visual equipment and investigates  
possible new seating rearrangements, with increased marketing 
efforts 
• The City upgrades the audio / lighting equipment.
• The enhanced functionality could lead to a wider target market
• Rental costs to account for the enhanced functionality
• City to undertake proactive marketing campaign and seek to 

maximize utilization. 

• Capital cost to be borne by the City.

• Risk that the investment does not materialize into increased use 
and increased revenue.

• Positive aspect – the revenue and use increases.

• Increased use could lead to increased use of surrounding facilities 
and enhance economic benefit.

Option 3 – City upgrades audio-visual equipment and enters into 
an operating agreement with a management company
• Operator is fully responsible for marketing and growing the theatre 

business.

• There is confirmed interest in this option.

• City may benefit from fixed revenue based on operating 
agreement.

• Responsibility of growing the theatre business transferred to 
Operator.

Colliers Project Leaders
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Financial Projections – Cleland Theatre
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Option 1 – City upgrades audio-visual equipment and continue with current operating functions as-is  - Net costs

Option 2 – City upgrades audio-visual equipment and investigates  possible new seating rearrangements, with increased marketing efforts - Net costs

Option 3 – City upgrades audio-visual equipment and leases the Theatre to Management Company - Net costs
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Option 3 – City upgrades audio-visual equipment and enters into an operating agreement with a 
management company

• Lease agreement may cover potential cost share of maintenance and upkeep and revenue share 
option.

• Lessee is fully responsible for marketing and growing the theatre business.

This approach allows the City to retain full control of the asset while gaining maximum benefit from the 
use of the Theatre. 

Similar art, cultural and entertainment functions occur at the SOEC Events Centre suggesting this is an 
established and viable market, and this additional space provides an added space and venue that could 
attract new and different events to the City.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Colliers Project Leaders
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The Asset Planning and Rationalization Plan is predicated on the following principles:

• Optimized / maximized utilization of the facility and amenity.

• Multi-use and multi-purpose functional use of the amenity and asset where possible.

• Concentration of amenities, with the intent to minimize operating and maintenance costs.

• Focus on the assets with the widest user benefit and use and impact across the community.

The Financial Reinvestment Plan is supported by the following:

• Asset / land identified for resale is supported by a concurrent process of rezoning for the 

intended purpose after resale – commercial or residential.

• The revenue generated through the sale of the asset / land will off-set the costs of the asset 

reinvestment plan.

• Ongoing revenue generated through property taxes will assist off-setting ongoing asset 

maintenance costs.

• Future maintenance budgets are aligned with industry standard values.

Project Key Success Factors

Colliers Project Leaders
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Combined Financial Options – As-is vs. Recommended Scenario
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Scenario 1 - All Specified Assets - Continue "as-is", invest maintenance costs as currently allocated; assets rebuilt at designated dates - Net Costs

Scenario 2 - All Specified Assets - Plan to invest maintenance costs as identified in FCI report and then renovate/upgrade at defined timelines (no external funding assumed applicable for
arena rebuilds) - Net Costs

Scenario 3 - All Specified Assets - Recommended investment plan; includes combination of proposed new builds and renovated existing properties; sale of selected properties; NO
external funding included in forecast for the new arena construction - Net Cost
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Combined Financial Options – Timeline for Capital Investments 
for Recommended Scenario

Colliers Project Leaders

Asset Option

Fire Hall #1

Option 3 – Fire Hall 1 - Redevelopment of the FH#1 on new 

site in close proximity to existing; existing Fire Hall site sold 

for redevelopment purposes.

Fire Hall #2

Option 3 – Fire Hall 2 - Redevelopment of the FH#2 as stand-

alone facility (no additional components from FH#1 

included)

City Hall

City Hall - Option 2 – Continue with maintenance as planned 

/ projected in FCI report; ongoing renovations and upgrades 

to increase functionality & asset life

Memorial
Memorial Arena - Option 5 – Demolish existing Memorial 

Arena and convert to parking

McLaren
McLaren Arena - Option 3 – McLaren Arena is demolished, 

lot sold for commercial redevelopment after rezoning

New 2-Ice New 2-Ice arena - as per Arena Study

Library / 

Museum

Library/Museum - Option 3 – NEW Combined art and 

culture centre, including Art Gallery, Library & Museum on 

New Site and old Library/Museum site sold (the value of the 

Museum/Library portion of the combined asset only)

Art Gallery

Art Gallery - Option 3 – NEW Combined art and culture 

centre, including Art Gallery, Library & Museum on New Site 

and old Art Gallery sold (the value of the Art Gallery portion 

of the combined asset only)

Indoor 

Soccer

Indoor Soccer - Option 3 – Continue with maintenance and 

costs at planned and projected funding levels; City to 

manage facility
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The City is faced with the options of:

• Undertaking minimal investment in asset renewal, but then facing the probability of forced replacement and 

renewals as the facilities become either inoperative or will require significant capital investment to retain asset 

integrity. 

• Undertaking a 15-year phased asset renewal program, in a systematic manner, with the outcome being:

o Assets are then new and will reduce, in the short term, the maintenance requirements.

o All existing shortcomings of the assets (related to space and functional use) can be mitigated through 

intelligent design and newer technology solutions.

o Sale of several high-value parcels will generate funding for renewal program.

• Renewal program will continue to support construction-related economic activity and would maintain impetus to 

the local economy in a sustained manner.

• In the preceding graph the break-even period between Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 is projected to be at 10 years, 

assuming no external funding is secured for the New 2-Ice Arena; this period reduces to Year 9 if 20% external 

funding is procured for the arena construction.

• Scenario 1 (lowest current asset investment profile) is projected to result in highest capital commitment over 20 

years and may be financially unsustainable for the City residents.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Colliers Project Leaders
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City reviews the current Lease Conditions for the Penticton Golf & Country Club

The significant revenue opportunity in the Nominal Lease properties is with the Penticton Golf & Country 
Club (PGCC). 

The existing lease runs for an additional 13 years with limited potential for change or modification.

The City should commence discussions with the PGCC in 10 years to evaluate the potential for amending 
and renegotiating the lease  consider:
• Commercial lease rates; and
• Sale of the Golf Course to an independent operator.

The discussion will be weighed against:
• Optimal land use for this total land parcel; and
• Revenue opportunities the City is foregoing.

Future Considerations

Colliers Project Leaders
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Remaining activities in Task 2, 3 & 4:
• Present Task 2, 3 & 4 outcomes to Council in July 2021

Next Phase:
• Incorporate Council feedback if any
• Launch Public Engagement plan developed by the City’s Community Engagement Program Manager 

August-September
• Present the Community Engagement results to PSC in early fall 2021.
• Present the Community Engagement results to Council in mid fall 2021.
• Update Financial Plan with high-level estimates, funding sources etc. for the approved 

recommendations.
• Refine the Implementation Plan for the recommendations, including high-level schedule of activities 

for the next 10 years such as all studies, investigations, consultant and contractor procurement and 
construction phase/s.

Next Steps

Colliers Project Leaders
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2021 Community Sustainability Advisory Committee Meeting Dates 

Meeting commences at 9:00 a.m. 

Council Chamber, City Hall, 171 Main Street (Second Level) or via Zoom 

Month Date 

January 20 

February 17 

March 17 

April 21 

May 19 

June 16 

July 21 

August 18 

September 22 

October 20 

November 17 

December 8 
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